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Martin Agricola's Poetic Discussion
of the Recorder

and Other Woodwind Instruments
Part II: 1545 continued)

William E. Hettrick
This article, which begat'. in the November issue, is a translation with commentary of the

woodwind section in the 1545 edition of Martin Agricola's Musica instrumentalis de idsch.
Th?first pan dealt with the recorder, krummhorn, shawm, and four-hole pipe. We continue
with an illustration of some of these instruments, followed by Agricola's discussion of the
transverse flute and his instructions for playing embellishments and rapid tonguing.
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Figure 21. Fol. 23v. (Top to bottom; small
pipe with four holes, four krumrnhorns,
bladder pipe, and a kind of curved cornett,
called Krumpharn, made of an animal
horn.
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Figure 22. Fol. 24r.

THERE FOLLOWS ANOTHER FINE MUSICAL FOUNDATION SHOWING
HOW NOTES SHOULD BE PROPERLY FINGERED ON TRANSVERSE FLUTES.

I've described the foundation that's known
For the six kinds of woodwinds I've shown,
such as krummhorn, recorder, cornett,
And then shawm, pommer, bagpipe; and yet,
They are almost identically made,
As to fingerings by which they're played.

Going further, I'll be very plain
And the flute fundamentals explain;
I'll discuss them quite clearly for you,
Just as much as I'm able to do.
To begin, take this lesson from me,
That it has no more holes, you can see,
Than a total of six; in addition,
They are played in a different position:
Now the left hand has th:ee holes, and then,

r As elle Capitel
yo nbfy 3ruun gnugfam sclac/
Onin cs i It gang (Min lisistritalo
5X/or Das vorlge granblid, fan/
VDrumb 414)t tcg/co Darff mcbt vt4 spore
iroalta all= rots obengcliorc.

ziegorm bet ecovep
tyr pfaffett.

21Itytt fibcpts recbt abgenuat
iConfa pfeiffen ant) vim imlalt.

Figure 23. Fol. 24v.

Also three for the right, once again.
Thus one reckons three fingers in sum,
Not including the pinky and thumb.

And as far as the blowing's concerned,
This is found in the charts to be learned
(They will follow directly, hereunc:er).
At the numbers you won't have to wonder,
For they have the same form as explained
For recorders. I needn't be pained
With discussing this further; it's known
From the lessons above, which have shown
How to know well what it is about.
On this subject there should be no doubt.

THE FORM OF THE SWISS FLUTE

Here you see well depicted the nom
For these woodwinds: their method and form.
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Figure 24. Fol. 25r. Illustration of a transverse flute showing the con,
secutive numbering of the fingerholes, starting at the bottom. At the
left, from top to bottom: "the right hand" and "the left hand." At the
right: "the six fingerholes."
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Figure 25. Fol. 25v. Four flutes: (left to right) bass, tenor, alto, and
discant.
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Figure 26. Fol. 26r.

A FEW PRECAUTIONS

And in playing the flute, it is known
That with quivering breath it is blown.
Because, just as I teach later on,
In my lessons for playing upon
Polish fiddles, this sound to the ear
Makes fine music; it's also true here.
And on organs, this beautiful sound
Would add grace, but upon German ground
It has seldom been used up to now;
Yet I hope it soon will be, somehow,
Unless makers of organs decide
To remain behind bushes and hide
It from us. But let's trust them to take
Proper care in the organs they make.
That's why God surely has not decreed
That a hermitlike life we should lead,
Rather share things with our fellow man:
To do this should be everyone's plan,
If to follow God's word is their goal
And not give to the Devil their soul.

ABOUT THE DISCANT

Now come here, you discantist, and see
How to play the Swiss flute easily.
There's instruction quite lucid and clear,
Which you'll find in the chart given here.
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Figure 27. Fol. 26v. Fingering chart for discant flute. At the top•
"There follow three irregula- scales for these flutes, transposed to the
upper fourth."

(Translation of Figure 28)

ABOUT THE TENOR AND ALTO

If to play on the tenor yoi: yearn,
And the alto, then come here and learn.
In this fine little chart tha:-.. you see,
You'll discover the way it should be.

Von tnAnc erfer Pfeiffen. 2,
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Figure 28. Fol. 27r.
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Figure 29. Fol. 27v. Fingering chart for tenor-alto flute.
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Figure 30. Fol. 28r., including fingering chart for bass flute.

ABOUT THE BASS

If your goal is to master the bass
Of the woodwinds I've named in this place,
Then come here and observe very well
What the chart given here has to tell.

(The next two pages in the original, not reproduced here, contain a dis,
cussion and illustration of the trombone and three types of trumpets.)

(Translation of Figure 31)

THERE FOLLOWS YET ANOTHER BETTER AND GENERAL METHOD OF
BLOWING AND FINGERING THE NOTES IN A MUSICAL MANNER ON THESE
WOODWINDS.

Now my wish is to hold nothing back,
But continue along a new tack
And explain the abovementioned way
Of performing on Swiss flutes. I'd say
It's the one that's the easiest to use,
Therefore I have presented these views.
But don't let it annoy you to find
That I speak of two, not just one kind,

cts erffe Capiter.
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pentris
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pitinsin4

Figure 31. Fol. 29v.

And that once a third method I sought,
Which my Instrumentalis deudschs taught.
For one always can transpose each key
As is practiced in singing, you see.
It is done on the organ as well,
And on lute also (hear what I tell),
And on others, and so on, and so forth.
Therefore let your suspicion now go forth.
Thus of each I have given a view;
Pick the one that's most pleasing to you.
Nonetheless, and in general, say
That to me, this one seems the best way.

(Translation of Figure 32)

And the knowledge and skill you should know
In the following charts I will show.
If you want to advance and excel,
Pay attention to what they will tell.

THERE FOLLOW THE THREE CHARTS.

There follow three other, regular scales for these flutes.
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Figure 32. Fol. 30r.
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Figure 34. Fol. 31r. Fingering chart for tenor-alto flute.
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Figure 33. Fol. 30v. Fingerng chart for discant flute. Figure 35. Fol. 31v. Fingering chart fcr bass flute.
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Figure 37. Fol. 32r.

THE FOLLOWING IS ABOUT THE MOVEMENT OR AFPLICATION
OF THE TONGUE TO WOODWINDS.

One more thing I don't wish to conceal,
Which on winds signifies a great deal,
And in fact, of all aspects in view,
Is the one that's most basic, it's true!
It is this: how the tongue that's inside
Of the mouth to the notes is applied.

Thus, I tell you at this time and place,
When you bring the pipe up to your face,
And desire from notation to play,
Then observe what the note values say:
Whether maximas are what you find,
Or then longas or breves .:they're the kind
From which semibreves often are made),
For attention to this must be paid.

Now the semibreve, minim, and then
Semiminim, as far as I ken.
Have the same kind of art:culation—
You should add this to your education.
Understand that the tongue should be moved
And controlled in your mouth, as is proved
In examples that follow for you,

raecrflc CapiteL
;Dann Ow Piga von lod7 bovegt
Aauts rammer fo wol 3u Prnmas
211$ wenn fie boo ;ugleict) foramen,

anDern beiDe noun
IF tittin gu lsSu1avnD eciniftifc1/
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Figure 38. Fol. 32v.

Each note getting its own special iue.
If your fingers and tongue move a.ong
At the same speed, the embellished song
Will sound clear, but when one of them lingers—
First the tongue, then the motion of fingers
From the holes.—then the sound won't be prized,
As it is with the two synchronized.

Now the other fast notes you may use, the
Eemifusa and also the fusa,
Both employ the same manner of Flaying—
Pay attention to what I am saying
Eut this isn't the type of endeavor
That is taught for the others; how e.ver,
There are some, who in tonguing, will play
Se.miminims indeed in the way
That is mentioned below. You will see
In a minute how clear this can be.
My example shows how one devotes
Rapid tonguing to these kinds of notes.
Thus apply yourself well, so you'll know
The technique that's described here below.
Bit on bagpipes you can't play this way,
For the fingers alone have the say.
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Figure 39. Fol. 33r. Bagpipe.

To conclude, from this story I'll get
Little thanks from some pipers, and yet
It is true that I really don't care,
For it means less to me than a hair.
But I make art too common, they claim.
I reply: from God freely it came.
"Freely ye have received," it is sald,
"Freely give to your neighbor."9 Instead,
Then, of seeking your own things, give heed
To the things of your neighbor in need.19

And if someone gives me his disdain,
He may very well strive to obtain
Something better than what I have taught,
Or his labors will all be for naught.
For a thing may be quickly rejected,
Then made better in time, and respected.
So if you can do better, then I
Will myself sing your praises on high!
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Figure 40. Fol. 33v.

But if not, for the last time keep still:
Make your actions conform to God's will.
But of this, what I've said has been ample;
Now we want to begin the example,
In which it can be clearly discerned
What above in these pages we've learned.

THERE FOLLOWS AN EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF THE TONGUE.

If your aim is to play the right way,
Then learn well your di ri di ri de
(It belongs to the small notes); then you
Won't be laughed at for what you may do.

If to forge on ahead is your will,
And to learn to embellish with skill,
Using figures with all the right features,
You may gain this technique from your teachers.
Nonetheless, do not take it amiss
If I give you instruction in this.
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Figure 41. Fol. 34r. First example: "Example of the application of the
'tongue." Second example: "And this last one is judged to be the best by
certain people."

SOME PEOPLE EMPLOY THIS METHOD OF EMBELLISHMENT AND CALL IT
THE FLUTTER-TONGUE, AS 7OLLOWS.
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Take the "ugh" out of practicing with
these recorder methods.

A. Rowland-Jones
INTRODUCTION TO THE RECORDER
A tutor for adults
60 pp. $5.00

"The introduction should prove helpful to
the novice, and it is also recommended
to advanced players interested ii
reviewing technique."

American Recorder

"Author knows much, writes lucidly."
NY School Music News

A. Rowland-Jones
A PRACTICE BOOK FOR THE
TREBLE RECORDER
Selected passages from the recorder
repertoire
40 pp. $6.00

This book suggests that the most
enjoyable form of practice is in playing
good music. Passages have been selected
to illustrate technical difficulties which a
player will meet as he becomes more
able and ambitious.

Margaret Se Robert Donington
SCALES, ARPEGIOS AND EXERCISES
FOR RECORDER
76 pp. $8.50

This is a book to help you as quickly and
pleasantly as possible over the
fundamental difficulties of playing the
recorder.

SPECIAL OFFER! thru June 15, 1983
We offer the above three books at a 20%
discount.
Intro to Recorder $4.00
Practice Book $4.80
Scales & Arpegios $6.80
Check must accompany order and
enclose this advertisement.
Write Dept. AR

Music Department
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, INC.
200 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016

The 1545 edition of Agricola's treatise
covers the same wind instruments as his
1529 version, but most of the material is
new: the text, the fingering charts, and
several added illustrations. On some
pages, he merely rearranged the place-
ment of the woodcuts from the earlier edi-
tion, and the pictures of the russpfeife and
the gemshorn were deleted. His section on
the small four-hole pipe remains the same
in both versions" and is included in the
present article. Matching the poetic meter
of the 1529 edition, the ten-syllable lines
in this section seem slightly more elegant
than the eight-syllable lines in which the
rest of the 1545 edition is written. This
instrument appears to be the same as the
four-hole gar klein Plockflotlein discussed
and illustrated by Praetorius in 1619.12 A
comparison of the instrument with the
others shown by Praetorius in the same
plate yields the probability that the con-
cert pitch produced with all of the finger-
holes closed was d" ' (Praetorius actually
seems to give d", but the figure is very
small, and the woodcut is somewhat un-
clear at this spot). At any rate, Agricola
indicates that an additional tone a step
lower could be played by partially cover-
ing the bottom end. Thus, the instrument
can be considered as going down to con-
cert c" (or c"), and Agricola's fingering
chart would therefore sound two octaves
and a fifth (or one octave and a fifth)
higher than written. The reason for trans-
posing written notes so much lower than
their actual sounding pitches seems to
have been a desire to relate the notation to
normal vocal ranges, using standard clefs.
In his discussion of transverse flutes,
Agricola refers to his 1529 edition and
states that he wishes to give two more
methods for relating written music to the
notes of the instruments. Thus, in all, he
presents three different sets of fingering
charts for flutes in the two versions of his
treatise: in 1529 the bottom written notes
of the bass, tenor-alto, and discant flutes
are D, A, and e, respectively; in 1545 the
"irregular" chart shows C, G, and d, and
the "regular" chart shows CC, D, and A.
In fact, all of these charts contain
transposed notation, not actual pitches (it
would take a monster bass flute—and a
giant player—to be able to reach concert D
or C, to say nothing of CC!), and all seem
to have in common the three standard
flute sizes shown by Praetorius:' 3 the bass
(lowest note concert g), the tenor-alto
(d'), and the discant (a'). Accordingly;
Agricola's fingering chart of 1529 will
sound an octave and a fourth higher than
written,' 4 his "irregular" chart of 1545
will sound an octave and a fifth higher,

and his "regular" chart of 1545 will sound
two octaves higher."
Finally, Agricola adds an entirely new

section on recognizing various note values
and playing rapid embellishments (divi-
sions). His methods for multiple tonguing,
graphically illustrated by examples, reveal
a practical knowledge based on personal
observation and perhaps actual playing as
well.

NOTES
'William E. Hettrick, "Sebastian Virdung's
Method for Recorders of 1511: A Translation with
Commentary," The American Recorder 20/3 (No-
vember, 1979): 99-105.
2William E. Hettrick, "Martin Agricola's Poetic
Discussion of the Recorder and Other Woodwind
Instruments, Part 1: 1529," The American Recorder
21/3 (November, 1980): 103-113.
3Published in Mainz by B. Schott's SOhne.
4A diplomatic edition of both versions appeared

in Publikation dlterer praktischer und theoretischer
Musik-Werke, ed. Robert Eitner, year 24, vol. 20
(Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hanel, 1896). Containing the
original text transcribed into modern type (with
some mistakes) and the illustrative material
redrawn (incorrectly in some cases), this edition
cannot be considered completely trustworthy.
5All of the notes indicated in the text and in the

fingering charts are the written versions; on
recorders they would sound an octave higher.
6The Eitner diplomatic edition gives this fingering

incorrectly as 1 2 3 4 56.
7Likewise, the incorrect fingering 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 is

given in the Eitner edition.
8Agricola refers here to his 1529 edition.
9Matt. 10:8. "Freely ye have received, freely

give."
ioAgricola refers here to Phil. 2:21. "For all seek

their own, not the things which are Jesus Christ's."
"Thus, Edgar Hunt, The Recorder and Its Music
(London: Herbert Jenkins, 1964), is incorrect in
stating (p. 35) that the four-hole klein Plotkin does
not appear in the 1529 (1528) edition.

121De organographia, p. 34 and plate 9.
13Ibid., p. 22 and plate 9.
14Therefore, th; octave transposition indicated in

my caption for Figure 24 in Part 1 of this article (The
American Recorder 21/3 [November, 1980]: 112)
should be corrected.
"These transpositions and the reasons for such
seemingly strange practice are explained convinc-
ingly by Howard Mayer Brown in an unpublished
paper, "Notes (and Transposing Notes) on the
Transverse Flute in the Early Sixteenth Century," a
copy of which he kindly made available to me.

The author wishes to express his thanks for
a grant, supporting this study, from the
Faculty Research Fund of Hofstra College
of Liberal Arts and ,Sciences, Hofstra
University.

Beginning with this issue, The Ameri-
can Recorder will have a protective out-
er cover. We hope that your copies will
now arrive untorn, unwrinkled, and
reasonably clean. This cover is
designed to be removed—though we
hope you will give the membership
blank on the inside to a friend.
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An Interview with Harry Vas Dias

OBOE maker/ player Harry Vas Dias
was born in Amsterdam and received

his early education in London. He completed
his training in New York at the Juilliard
School. Vas Dias' professional activities have
included membership in ;he American Ballet
Theater, Buffalo Philharmonic, Chautau-
qua Symphony, and New Orleans Sym-
phony. He began copying eighteenth-century
oboes in 1974, at which time he ceased play-
ing professionally in order to devote himself to
instrument making. Characterized by extra-
ordinarily detailed workmanship—and the
consequent elegance that has earned them a
unique place among wind instruments—
Vas Dias' oboes are played in such ensembles
as Aston Magna, Concentus Musicus Vien-
na, the Aulos Ensemble, and Concert Royal.

As I remember, you started making Ba.
rogue oboes in the early seventies. How did
you become interested, cnd why?
I started because I wanted a Baroque

oboe for myself. Wher: Concentus Musi-
cus came to the United States on their first
tour, around 1970, I was playing oboe
in Birmingham. I went to hear them be-
cause they were a European group, and it
was something different to do—nothing
ever happens in Birmingham. And I was
amazed: there was this guy playing a
Baroque oboe.

Was it Schaeftlein?
Yes. There he was, playing marvelously

on this wooden thing with just a couple
of brass keys at the bottom, and it was
all there, you know. Fascinating. So, I
thought, I wanted to co that too.

Harry, did you ever have any regrets about
going into oboe making as a full-time occupa-
tion, as opposed to being a player, since you
were a professional oboist for more than
twenty years?
To tell you the truth, I think I dis-

covered myself as a maKer rather than as a
player.

Why?
I was a better maker. I considered myself

Nora Post

a good player, but since I started late, I
always felt that it wasn't so easy for me.

But you started making oboes late, too.
Yes, but that's not a draNvE ack, since

you are working with your brain, not your
reflexes. When you are working with your
reflexes you have to be young in order to
develop them. And if you start too late,
then it's a problem.

What do you think the ideal temperament
or personality of an extraordinarily good
instrume-it maker should be?
You have to have a very good ear. But

then it's like anything else, isn't it? If you
are an artist and paint a picture, you have
to have a high standard. In other words,
your conception has to be far-reaching. It's
not a question of temperament. People
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with different temperaments can make
good oboes. So it must be somebody who
is dedicated, and has the mental and
physical equipment, and the drive.

Yes, but in the case of making an oboe, I
would think that the kind of person who has a
great deal of patience and can spend a lot of
time with detail would have a great advan-
tage.
Oh yes. That's one of the things you

have to have, along with being strongly
motivated.

But someone might be motivated and still
not have the same sense of detail that you do.
The work might always be sloppy compared
to yours. You have the ability to stick with it,
an ability with detail that makes you a great
oboe maker.
Yes, but you play beautifully. Why? It's

not only that you want to play beautifully
because you can play beautifully, but it's
easy for you. It's easy for me. I don't work
very hard. I have the equipment and I can
just do it. It's partly being able to do it, and
partly wanting very badly to do it. And
wanting to do it right, knowing what's at
stake. It's a serious thing, making oboes; it
isn't just a pastime, or a quick way to make
money—you can't make much money at it
anyway.

Looking ahead, how do you see your career,
say, in twenty-five or fifty years?
In fifty years I'll be dead!

Well, let's say you leave your factory to
someone you want to carry on the business.
The interest in playing historical instruments
is recent; it started (for the oboe) with people
like Pigv,et and Schaeftlein. Do you think this
will be a long-term development? Many peo-
ple say that the current state of contemperary
music is so awful that they don't want to play
it and, therefore, they are looking backwards.
They are learning the Baroque oboe because
they really aren't interested in Stockhausen.
Of course, I'm only offering my opinion of
what I think is the case.
I couldn't agree more!

Do you think interest in old music and old
instruments is going to continue, or do you
see it as a ten- to twenty-year development,
which will peak out?
I think there will be a vogue, and it will

kind of peak out.

So it's not as if you are founding Mar-
gaux or Loree, for which there will always be
a demand?
But I think there will be a continuing

demand, because we are starting some-
thing. I don't think it will die.

Let's talk about something else: how long
does it take you to make an oboe, and do you

make them one at a time or in batches?
I make them one at a time, and it takes

me two weeks. I should say at least two
weeks—with the aging of the wood, it can
take a lot longer.

Wouldn't it be more economical to make
them in batches?
Yes it would, but it's not always prac-

tical, particularly if rm making improve-
ments. I wouldn't be able to carry im-
provements from one to the next.

Do you ever consider a copy completed, or
are you always looking for improvements?
I always look for improvements, yes.

Is there any one oboe you have made that,
more than any other, seems like a truly
finished instrument?

It's usually the one Fm playing at the
moment!

Just like composers, who all love their
most recent work!
It's also that having the time to spend
with an instrument gives me the oppor-
tunity to correct all the things I find
wrong with it, and, in the end, I get
something fairly good.

Do you ever get to the point where you are
totally discouraged with an instrument?
If I'm copying one for the first time and

it doesn't seem to be working out, yes.
This has happened to me.

But you are pleased with the instruments
you have made up to this point?
Some of them. The ones I'm making

now make me happiest. The ones rm not
making—those I tried to make and failed
—don't make me happy.

Which instruments account for the most
sales?
The Denner oboes are about a third of

sales. The Stanesby Sr. oboes are another
third, and the rest are oboes d'amore and
other models.

Let me ask you a technical question: when
you are testing a new oboe, how do you
know whether the problems are the fault of
the instrument, the staple, or the reed?
Even a reed that's not so good will

show problems with the instrument. You
blow differently when you are testing.
It's nice to have an easy reed to show
you things right away, but then to play
on a resistant reed to feel how it reacts as
well. So I do that. I play on different
reeds. I never play on just one reed to
make an oboe. And I never tune an oboe
in two hours and sell it. You can't do
that because it's going to change. Finish-
ing an oboe should really take place over
several weeks. And that's why I like to

keep my oboes longer, and spend more
time with them, catching them while
they're changing. Of course, ideally, if
you had someone breaking one in, they
could bring it to you, and you could
touch up the bore where it needed it.
Even with grenadilla wood, you have to
do some of that.

How important do you think it is to be a
good player in order to make a good in-
strument?
It's important, yet I know a very good
maker who is not such a good player.

How much does being a player help you
as a maker?
A lot. Practicing and rehearsing for

concerts with a Baroque group in Atlan-
ta, where I now live, makes me very
much aware of my equipment, and I find
it very, very helpful.

Most Baroque ensembles play at a' = 415.
Is it a problem adjusting oboes to play at
that pitch?
It's not much of one because of the

large bore and large reed. I think that the
Baroque oboe is a much more forgiving
instrument than the modern oboe. You
can play higher or lower according to the
way you fix your equipment. There are
limits, of course.

How do you get a museum instrument to
play in tune with itself at the right pitch?
The octaves?
Yes, exactly. You get the octaves to

play in tune. But one never has enough
time in a museum. Usually in the space of
six or seven hours you've got to measure
the instrument and test it completely.
Many museums don't like you to play
the instruments, or ask you to p' lay them
very little. And I agree with that, be-
cause it's possible to damage them by
playing on them too much.

There are those who say there is no such
thing as a true copy; that any copy is dif-
ferent enough from the original that it's not
a real copy. How do you feel about this
view, and how close do you think your oboes
are to the originals? What are you aiming
for?

I'm aiming for an instrument with a
characteristic sound and feel. An oboe,
just like a violin, should be something
beautiful. Not only that: it should sound
beautiful. I admit that I'm not as close as
Fd like to be. I wish I could make instru-
ments as beautiful as some of those I've
played in museums—both in the way
they look and in the way they sound.

In what ways are you not "on the mark"?
First, I should have learned to play the
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Baroque oboe from chiclhood. I should
also have been apprenticed to a great
oboe maker of the eighteenth century; I
would have spent years learning the skill.
Then I would be better equipped.

Are you saying it's much more difficult to
make a copy because we 1:ve in the twentieth
century?
No, it's not really difficult to make a

copy, but it takes a whi:e before you real-
ly become aware of what's going on with
these old oboes in order to get close. I
think my later instruments are better
than my earlier ones. Five or ten years
from now I may not like these instru-
ments; I may like what I'm making then.

Why are the recent instruments better?
I get closer to my conception. As far as

the original is concerned, you know, the
only way you can really make a close
copy is to have the instrument with you
in the shop and play it next to the instru-
ment you are making.

What if there were things you could do to
a copy to make it play substantially better
than the original? Would you do them? Let's
say there were a couple of bad notes on an
oboe—would you fix them?
Of course I would. It's not a question

of purism but of artistic values.
You want to make a kind of sound that

you have inferred from your experience—
how you think the music was intended
to be played. You have to get into the
maker's head.

How do you do that?
You look at his work.

And what does it tell you?
What he was thinking about. You look

up the bore and see what he did there, if
he put in extra reamers—that kind of
thing.

When you make the first copy of an oboe,
what percentage of your time is spent on
research, specifically into making reeds and
staples?
It's on ongoing thing. Once you start
making instruments, you think about
these things all the time. When I started,
I just made an oboe. Bu: then I began to
think more, and then I made improve-
ments.

So the research is never done before the
instrument is completed?
It should be, but it never seems to
work out that way. My own feeling is
that when people in the eighteenth cen-
tury picked up an instrument, the reed
was right for that ir.strument. Each
maker may have made different reeds, or
had reed makers who understood how to

make them for those particular oboes.
They were probably different for Ger-
man oboes, or for Stanesbys or Brad-
burys, or whatever.

Is this intuitive, or have you researched
the question?
It's only a guess, of course. Stanesby

Jr.'s chart of fingerings for the tenor oboe
is a good example. He intended certain
fingerings for that particular instrument.
I strongly suspect that they all had
charts for their particular oboes, because
the instruments don't finger alike.

People didn't travel the way they do now.
The world was not internationalized in the
sense that a Lurie, for example, can be
played by oboists in any country with very
few adjustments.
True. They were more isolated.

Do you think makers of the modern oboe
could learn anything from you as a maker of
old oboes?
I think it would be presumptuous of me

to pass judgment on instrument makers
who have been working at it far longer
than I have. They really should know.

Do you think the major makers of the
modern oboe are craftsmen in the same
sense as, say, Der.ner or Stanesby were dur-
ing the eighteenth century?
Yes, I do, but with one reservation:

since methods were more primitive dur-
ing the eighteenth century, people had
more chance to give individual attention
to each instrument. The art of violin mak-
ing hasn't changed since the time of the
Cremona makers, and they made better
ones then than before or since. So, how
can we possibly say that today's makers
are better? They simply have different re-
quirements, a different conception.

Following your line of reasoning, if the
oboe hadn't evolved, if we were playing the
same one now as they were during the eigh-
teenth century there might be a case for say-
ing the eighteenth-century oboe was the
s-Aperior instrument. What do you think of
that idea?
We're laboring under a tremendous

disadvantage, as you know. We don't
have the reeds that were meant to be
played on those oboes. Without them it's
hard to know. But what little hints have
come down to us from reeds that have
been found—one by Michel Piguet, for
example, and another that's in the Cin-
cinnati collection—show that they were
tremendously sophisticated, far more so
than we would have suspected.

Do you think there are major differences
between the timbre of the Baroque oboe and

that of the modern one?
Oh, yes. The nature of the Baroque in-

strument is different, as well as the kind
of reeds that play comfortably on it.
These are the guides that we have. You
will find that the Baroque oboe is not so
penetrating as the modern one, not so
loud; it's more mellow, perhaps a bit
more reecy. You have to remember that
there were literally dozens of works writ-
ten for 3boe and recorder, and the
recorder was never very loud.

As Americans trying to play the Baroque
oboe, it hcs occurred to me that because of
our twentieth-century "American-ness," we
may be after a concept of sound that never
existed in the eighteenth century. What do
you think?
It's interesting that you mention that

because, as a former European, and hav-
ing traveled back there, I think they are
no closer than we are.

Why net?
They can't be, because they are living

in the twentieth century just like us.
Ever stop to think about that?

Sure. But Michel Piguet, for instance,
sounds essentially the same on the modern
oboe as he does on the Baroque oboe. Since
he was trailed as a French oboist, and since
the oboe was most likely invented at the
French cotirt, we could make a case that the
French sound—whatever it was at the time
—was the sound of the Baroque oboe.
Consequently, Piguet might be closer to the
original sound than we are simply because
of his training.
I know what you are saying, and I

understand, but I still come back to the
fact that there are very binding limita-
tions on -.vhat you can do with an in-
strument because of the nature of the
reed you play on and the nature of the
bore. When you play the Baroque oboe,
the instrLment itself will dictate what
you can get out of it.

How do you see the future of performance
of Baroque music on the modern oboe?
It's better to play Baroque music on

the modern oboe than not to play it at
all. But since we now have and know old
instruments, and know of early per-
formance practice, it seems obsolete to
me to play this music in public on modern
instruments. It's not really viable
anymore. People shouldn't think that
because tley sound beautiful playing a
Bach aria on the modern oboe that it's
valid.

You don't feel that it is.
No, not really. We know so much now

that it's jt:st turning your back on all the
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knowledge that's come up in the last few
years.

Do you think it's possible for a Baroque
oboist to play with the same sense of confi-
dence, security, and technique as a modern
oboist?
Yes, it's possible. Not only that, it was

done. Look at Vivaldi's oboe music, for
instance: these works are difficult, par-
ticularly the beautiful G minor sonata.

Yes, that piece is murder on the Baroque
oboe—especially that last movement!
But the fact is that eighteenth-century

virtuoso players were able to take their
instrument and play it very, very well.
They spent their lives playing it. And
who's to tell—someday, someone who
really plays well will work hard—for .a
number of years, and we'll have a vit.-
tuoso of the Baroque oboe. We need
someone like Heinz Holliger, but who
plays the Baroque oboe.

And who started at the age of ten, and
had the right reeds, too.
Yes.

Of course, we're getting much closer to
that now. Some players finally feel as confi•
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dent playing the Baroque oboe—certain
things just work better. It sounds better, too.
But that's a matter of opinion. You and

I think it sounds better, but others don't.
Well, that's their bag. On the other
hand, I don't like the idea of people play,
ing old music on an old instrument just
because it's old, and playing out of tune
and excusing it because it's mean-tone
tuning. That's not a good enough excuse;
there is no excuse. The instrument can
be played in tune and sound well, though
it may not meet modern standards for
tempered tuning. The Baroque oboe is a
bit like a fiddle—you have to find the
notes.

How do you go about learning the things
you need to know to make a Baroque oboe?
It's a lot easier now than when I began.

I didn't have a Baroque oboe, but of
course that's what made me start. I think
a person who's serious about the Ba.,
roque oboe should learn to play as well
as they can, and at the same time take
technical courses. The important thing is
to learn to understand the instrument.
It's because you spend the time to study
it that you understand it. You can't just

pick up the instrument, blow on it for a
few months, and expect to make great
instruments. You can't.

Do you have any particular instruments
that you are interested in making soon?
Yes, rd like to make an oboe da caccia

and another classical oboe. There are
always more oboes that I want to
make. . . .

Reprinted from the Journal of the Inter-
national Double Reed Society with per-
mission of the editors.

Contributions to The American
Recorder, in the form of articles, reports,
and letters, are welcome. They should
be typed, double-spaced, and submit-
ted to the editor three months prior to
the issue's publication date. (Articles
are often scheduled several issues in
advance.) Contributions to chapter
news are encouraged and should be
addressed to the chapter news editor.

(203) 663-1811

YVES ALBERT FEDER
HARPSICHORD WORKSHOPS

Custom Keyboard Instruments

Authorized Agent for
Zuckermann Harpsichord,
Virginal, Clavichord and
Fortepiano kits at the

lowest factory direct prices.

2 North Chestnut Hill Road
Killing-worth, Ct. 06417

The Woodstock Guild of Craftsmen presents

EARLY MUSIC AT BYRDCLIFFE
A series of five day-long Sunday workshops for intermediate to very advanced players

of early winds and strings

May 15: Kenneth Wollitz
"The Art of Ensemble Playing"

June 12: Valerie Horst
"Music Inspired by the Dance"

July 10: Paul C. Echols
"Instrumental Improvisation c. 1600"
August 28: Martha Bixler
"The Music of Guillaume
de Machaut (c. 1300-1377)"

September 25: Joan Munkacsi
"Ma fin est ma commencement:

Canonic Music 1250-1550"

TUITION: For Guild members, $20
per session, or $85 for all five; for non-
members, $25 per session, or $110 for
all five. Some work-study assistance is
available; apply early. Membership
in the Guild is open to all and costs
$10 annually. Inexpensive accommo-
dations are available; apply very
early,
TO REGISTER, call or write the Wood-
stock Guild of Craftsmen, 34 Tinker Street,
Woodstock, NY 12498, (914) 679-2079.
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Serpent in the Midst

The late Eric Halfpenny, for many years secre-
tary of England's Galpin Society, was also
during the 1950s a regular contributor to the
Recorder News (which later became Recorder
& Music). Besides articles, he wrote a humor-
ous column that he called "Serpent in the Midst."
As Theo Wyatt later noted with regret: "Why
has no licensed jester succeeded him? A move-
ment devoted to something so quintessentially
unimportant as the recot der needs constant
doses of sharp wit as antidote against taking
itself too seriously."
A few excerpts follow.

Recorder Fingering

So much confusion surrounds the fingering
of the recorder that we have endeavored to
summarize the outstanding facts connected
with this matter, as much for our own peace
of mind as anything else. We gladly pass on
the fruits of our research for the benefit of
others who still find the whole thing a puzzle.
It appears that there ate at least four dif-

ferent ways of fingering recorders. First,
there is the authentic traditional way by
which recorders have been fingered from
remotest antiquity—or, at any rate, the last
twenty-five years of it—which is therefore
known as the English Fingering, or the
Authentic Traditional Fingering. Then there
are the Old English Fingering, so called on
account of its having been thought out by
Frenchmen about 1660; and the German Fin-
gering, which, as its name implies, originated
in England in connection with whistle-
headed flutes about 1770. In addition
to these, there is the "&utzfingertechnik,"
which was discovered by a German maker of
English flutes in a French tutor for the Ger-
man flute in 1941.
For present-day purposes the English

Fingering is far superior to any other: because
if one plays out of tune it is the instrument.
The Old English (Frencn) Fingering was a

Bad Thing, because it recognized some lati-
tude in intonation in accordance with mean-
tone practices, and encouraged sloppy work
from the makers, who never quite mastered
the art of scientific recorder making in conse-
quence, the poor saps.
Of German (Old English:. Fingering, it is not

possible for me to speak without choking in
righteous indignation. Let it suffice that it is

Eric Halfpenny

based on a non-recognition of the True Princi-
ples of recorder playing and is a misguided
and abortive attempt to use no fingers where
two will do.
The "Stutzfinger" (lit.: "Ham-handed")

technik—I mean technique—is particularly
suitable for beginners, as all holes that are not
being used are stopped with wax, and the
instrument is supported on the right third
finger at all times.

Ornamentation

In these enlightened days, no one would
venture to play in public without a whole lot
of ornaments. The great trouble with musical
ornaments is that nobody really has a clue
how to play them except oneself.
Celebrated treatises such as Guffi's Omo

cum sua, 1631, Janiken van Oomlout's Prinzip
og Wobbl am Flystes Doozes, 1598, and
Fynkerton's Pantechnicon, 1503, are unani-
mous on the way to play ornaments. You just
read what they say, and then interpret it in
the way you fancy.
To give a simple instance, the only proper
way to play trills is by starting on the upper or
lower note with or without an apoggi—an
appogi—an upper or lower note, and ending
either sometimes or always in a turn, a mor-
dent, or a coup de grace. Trills may be played
only at cadences or anywhere else it is
thought fit to do so, and only on the super-
tonic, the subdominant, the mediant, the
dominant, and two or three other notes
whose names I forget.

Instrumentation

Recent researches by Dr. Abendriick of
Zugposaunen am Bier prove conclusively that
the Shepherd's tune which opens Act ifi of
Tristan was intended by Wagner to be played
on the bass recorder. Dr. Abendriick shows
that Wagner, who didn't know much about
old instruments, prescribed in the autograph
score "one of those silly things with a blob at
the end," which has always been taken to
mean the cor anglais; but, as he points out, the
cot anglais isn't silly. Not as silly as the bass
recorder, anyway. Dr. Abendriick has pre-
pared a new score in accordance with the
composer's obvious wishes, with the third act
transposed up a fourth to make it easier for
the recorder, which will actually be played on

the stage by the Shepherd, who is attending a
Summer School especially to learn his part.

Music review

Jeremy Firkin: 2 Fantasias a3 and a4 & "Ah
Fie! Gentle Shepherd" (ed. Hilary Halary and
Sally Savary), Barnes and Staines, 3d.

Firkin is a little-known English composer
who died in Southwark in 1631 at the age of
forty. After a somewhat circumscribed early
life as potboy at the "Tabard," where, how-
ever, he learned to play stantipes on the pan-
pipes and 70 hocket on the pochette, he was
called to Court as fourth hurdy-gurdyist,
tromba marina, lighting and effects, and it is
from this period that the present fantasies
date. Although written in French lute tabla-
ture, they are obviously intended for recorder
consort like everything else.
This is a performing edition, with all orna-

ments and decorations written out and the
usual missmg accidentals written in. In bar 5,
line 4, page 9 of the score an editorial flat
needs redecorating, and a four-bar rest in the
Medius on page 6 line 3 is in the mezzo-
soprano clef instead of the bass-baritone. But
these are minor blemishes, and the editors are
to be congratulated on having unearthed
these hitherto unknown works, which so
worthily t Ike their place amongst the rest of
the masterpieces of the Golden Age as to be
indistinguishable therefrom. At least, they all
sound the same to us.

Correspondence

Q. I am a student at St. Lethe's Training
College, and I am doing Music (i.e.
Recorder) As part of my Thesis I want to
make a clavichord. Please tell me how to go
about this.
A. An inexpensive clavichord can be very
simply cor.structed from an iron bedstead, a
lot of screwdrivers, and the keyboard out of
an old harmonium. . . . When finished you
should try the instrument out in a quiet room.
If you cannot hear it, it is a very good one, and
you are more fortunate than you know.

Classified

Is your harpsichord in tune? Have it tuned by
regular contract. A good modern instrument
does not require attention more than once
every six hours.
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The Efficient Consort Rehearsal

Consort rehearsal time is a limited commodi-
ty for many recorder players. It is important
that this precious time be used efficiently.
Listed here are several suggestions that will
help make rehearsals more productive.
1) Plan your rehearsal beforehand. Know

what pieces, or sections of pieces, you want to
perfect. The scatter-shot approach can be a
real time waster. Be realistic, however.
Unless you're dealing with experienced near-
professionals, don't expect to rehearse an en-
tire concert in two hours.
2) Have everything set up and ready before

the players arrive. Music stands and chairs
should be arranged in such a way thaz the
players can see one another. (In this regard,
the bass recorder can be a problem. I play a
direct-blow bass and, in order to see the lower
part of the page, have to raise the stand so
high I cannot see the other players. I don't
have the answer for this situation, but next
time I may buy a bocal bass.)
3) When the players arrive, they should get

themselves organized. All instruments should
be near at hand and all music on the stands.
Nothing wastes more time than players run-
ning to their cases to put together a bass
recorder or looking for a piece of music at the
bottom of the pile.

Marvin Rosenberg

4) Start on time! Make it a habit! If someone
is delayed, those present should begin
anyhow and work on sections where the miss-
ing part can be left out temporarily.
5) Warming and tuning up can be a time
waster. In cold weather, instruments must be
warmed before playing and tuning. Don't
make a fetish about tuning, however. Good in-
tonation does not come about solely because
you all start with the same a'. Constant ad-
justment is required and should be attended
to individually by each player. By the way, in-
stead of tuning just to a', try tuning to two or
three different notes: a', then c", and even f'.
You will see at once that tuning is a com-
promise, and constant adjustment a must.
6) A good way to solidify what was worked

on at the previous rehearsal and get
everyone's mind on the task at hand is to
begin with something that was "worked out"
last time. Don't get sidetracked, however.
Just play the piece through. If it is not satisfac-
tory, re-schedule it for a later rehearsal. Don't
upset your carefully (I hope) made plans.
7) If possible, don't stop the playing with a

generalized statement such as: "It doesn't
sound right." This is no time for diplomacy.
Say: "The alto was ahead," or "Let's tune this
chord." In other words, be specific.

8) Isclate and work on the difficult spots.
Don't keep starting at letter A when your
problem is the first two measures of letter C. If
a long passage needs work, break it down into
one- or two-measure segments and work out
each segment. Then connect one segment to
the next until the entire passage is satisfac-
tory. If at this point there is still a problem,
don't repeat the passage; again, isolate the
troublesome segment and work on it.
9) Follow this golden rule: "Thou shalt

have a pencil at all rehearsals and use it to
mark any phrasing, breathing spots, repeats,
etc." Nothing is so annoying as: "Gee! I
forgot." It also wastes valuable time.

10) Before everyone leaves, announce the
pieces to be worked on at the next rehearsal.
It is each player's responsibility to learn the
notes at home. Rehearsal time is for working
on ensemble and interpretation. You owe it to
your colleagues not to waste time "wood-
shedding" the notes.
These suggestions can help make each
minute of rehearsal time productive.
However, they are useless unless the players
have some degree of musicianship and a con-
cept of how they wish the music to sound.

Vg5=15aZta=ZraegZe=

C RUMHORN KITS
B Y WOOD

4 We at The Early Music Shop of New England arepleased to oar the full consort of crumhorn kits by
Wood, including an alto in g!

L;) These kits build into fine inftruments and provide the
opportunity to own a crumhorn at a fraaion of the normal
coft. Only a minimum of woodworking skill is required.
All else is provided, including:

tuned reed; sycamore body, pre.-bored and ready.-bent;
a:1 necessary drills, along with an easy,tokse template;
keys, springs, corks, and pads; complete finishing kit.

The Early Music Shop of New England
Boy/lion St., Brookline, MA 02146, (617) 277,8690

azaciecrataana2co*

THEA MILLER..
SUSAN ANDERSEN

MAKERS OF ANCIENT MUSIC INSTRWAENTS

Specializing in early woodwinds &
percussion, including:

medieval recorders
renaissance flutes
three-hole pipes
tabors
nakers
tambourines

For catalogue and price-list Write:

P.O. Box 850
Elora, Ontario NOB 1S0

Canada
Telephone: (519) 846-5005
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RECORDER IN EDUCATION

Medieval People and Their Music
A Concert for Schoolchildren of All Ages

Martha Bishop

The Pied Pipers have developed a program
in which they bring tc life eight medieval
characters. Since the group consists of only
four performers, this takes a bit of ingenuity.
The stage (usually in a cavernous "cafeto-

rium") is littered with various animal skulls—
obviously some castle's cow pasture—and a
sign points "To Caunterbury." Faint sounds
of Summer is icumen in are heard as a small
band enters led by a Pnest piping bird calls.
"From every shires ende/Of Engelond to
Caunterbury they wende ." the Priest
intones in Chaucerian English as the others
set up camp. An Abbess prepares the meal, a
Lady amuses herself with a chessboard, and a
Knight strums his oud. The pilgrims invite the
audience to join them in a song to bless the
meal, and the Abbess shows the direction of
the melody with her hand. (What an oppor-
tunity this could be to teach children the
Guidonian hand!) The Abbess describes life
in the convent—the on:y place a female can
get any education—and :ouches on the lack of
women's lib."
Her speech is interructed by a Troubadour

stumbling upon the camp (the Priest has left
earlier, disgusted because the Abbess spoke
in public). The group is alarmed at the min-
strel's intrusion but is cuickly put at ease as
he entertains them by juggling. The Trouba-
dour, amid coy glances at the Lady, explains
courtly love to the audience, elaborating on
the rules of etiquette, such as: "At table one
should not wipe one's greasy fingers upon the
dog." He then begins a love song to the Lady,
Douce dame jolie, and is joined by the others.
The Lady steps forward and talks about the
life of the nobility—the running of the manor,
the lack of privacy and sanitary facilities, the
sparsity of education and abundance of
amusements. The latter in-Jude singing and
dancing, which she demonstrates. The
Knight joins in her dance and at its conclusion
tells the audience of his rigorous training for
knighthood. He invites the others to take part

in singing a battle song, and all do a spirited
rendition of L'Homme• arm, accompanied by
the percussive droning of a nun's fiddle, and,
usually, spontaneous clapping by the
audience. The Knigh: then escorts the Lady
away for a bit of hanky-panky, leaving the
Abbess and Troubadour, who do a show-
and-tell section on the psaltery, hurdy-gurdy,
and pipe and tabor.
They are interrupted by the Knight drag-

ging onstage a Witch he has found in the
forest. While the others cower in fear, the
Witch explains sorcery and the role witch-
craft plays in people's lives as she dangles
frogs and insects, objects of tremendous fear
to the medieval layrr an. Suspected witches,
she explains, were pct in weighted sacks and
dropped into the river. If they drowned they
were innocent—but if they lived they were
truly witches and another way to kill them
had to be devised. Her speech is climaxed
with a Spagna to which she whirls wildly,
beating a skull for percussion while a vielle
plays the melody. The Abbess rushes out to
get the bailiff to rid them of the Witch. While
she is gone the Witch explains . to the
audience that the v.elle is strung with the
guts of a cat and its bow with the tail of a
horse. She cajoles the Troubadour into play-
ing the horn of an antelope—a gemshorn—and
she joins him with a rebec in a duet.
They are interrup:ed by the jangling of a

leper's bell. The poor wretch begs some food
and explains the life of the poor and sick—
herbal treatments, bleedings, food scavenged
on the road (she spies a rat's skull for a stew!).
Since she is on her way to Canterbury to beg
alms, she asks to join the group. The Witch
and Troubadour agree but decide the group
needs a song of blessing; they join in Reis
glorios. This proves too sad a song for the
Beggar, who cajoles them into 0 Virgin gm-
rioso, which she accompanies with a noisy
shawm.
A Miller, hearing the racket, joins in, beat-

ing upon his cannister of ale. He shows his
good nature by offering everyone a drink and
goes on to describe the miller's trade, explain-
ing how one's dress and often one's name are
derived from one's occupation. He hints that
millers are somewhat mistrusted on money
matters, at which point the Beggar chimes in
with a miller's story from Aesop's fables,
leaving the audience with a moral: better not
try to please everyone all the time or you'll
look a fool (although she cautions them to
please certain people like their teachers and
parents!:i. The Miller once again shows his
generosi:y by offering more ale all around,
and everyone toasts him with the drinking
song Greiner, zanner.
At th:s point the Troubadour entertains

questions from the audience (Why are the
shoes so pointed? Where did you get all those
instruments? [We made most of them.]
Where cid the Lady go?). "Ye goon to Caun-
terbury, God yow speede! The blisful martir
quite yow youre meede!" is a fitting final
speech, and the group wends its way offstage
to the strains of Como pod en.
The ?ied PipeKs are Martha Bishop

(Abbess/Beggar), Eleanor DeBacher (Lady/
Witch), George Petsch (Knight/Miller), and
Guy Robinson (Priest/Troubadour). The
program has proven to captivate children (a
very tough audience!). We attribute its
success :0 several factors:
1) Putting things on "their level" as

regards life in the Middle Ages.
2) Dcing mostly short and snappy pieces

on a great variety of instruments—all from
memory, of course!
3) Sending preparatory material to schools

so children can learn some of the songs and
know what instruments they will be hearing.
4) Making characters and costumes color-

ful, and creating frequent shifts of attention
to different parts of the stage.
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International Institute
in

Early Music
BEN BECHTEL, winds and viols
MAX VAN EGMOND, voice
ROBERT GREENLEE, vocal groups
EDWARD PARMENTIER, harpsichord and
organ
THE COURT DANCE COMPANY OF
NEW YORK
LANDINI CONSORT
THE SMITHSONIAN CHAMBER PLAYERS

The majority of the performing artists have been
made available through the courtesy of the
FESTIVAL MUSIC SOCIETY in whose festival
they are featured. For additional information,
write to FESTIVAL MUSIC SOCIETY's
"Music for Midsummer Eves" series, 6471
Central Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana, 46220.

We would like to thank the following
for the loan of instruments:
GOULDING & WOOD, portative & positiv organs
Indianapolis, IN
BEN BECHTEL'S HARP & LUTE, Renaissance
instruments
Cincinnati, OH
RICHARD KINGSTON, harpsichords
Marshall, N.C.

July 16,29, 1983

A two-week study program

Presented by

Jordan College of Fine Arts

BUTLER UNIVERSITY

Covering aspects of the

Baroque and Renaissance

eras in music including

concerts, master classes, lectures

and dance, by artists of national

and international reputation,

and a special post-institute

teaching residency, beginning

July 30th with harpsichordist,

IGOR KIPNIS.

Renaissance and Baroque Survey,
Instrument Building and Maintenance,
Renaissance and Baroque
Vocal Pedagogy for Conductors,
Comparative Arts, Costume Design,
Court Dance Classes

TUITION
$135 for Renaissance Week - July 16-22
$135 for Baroque Week - July 23-29
$235 for both weeks - July 16-29

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
& BROCHURE

please write or call:
International Institute in Early Music
Jordan College of Fine Arts

Butler University
4600 Sunset Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana 46208
(317) 283-9231
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REPORTS

The International Society of Early
Music Singers

For the second year a symposium on early
vocal practices was organized by Professor
Ross Duffin; it was held at Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland on October
29-31, 1982. Last year's conference had rec-
ommended the formation of a society, and this
one made it a reality.
The symposium was a fine blend of excel-

lent concerts and thought-provoking papers.
About fifty registrants attended the papers,
while the concerts, supported by the Ohio
Arts Council and open to the public, were
packed.
Nigel Rogers, tenor, accompanied by Paul
O'Dette, lute and chitarrone, presented "Vir-
tuoso Music from the Early 17th Century"
from Italy, France, and England. Paul Hillier,
baritone and harp, assisted by Wendy Gilles-
pie, vielle, gave a program of monophonic
songs from England, France, and Austria,
plus dances from Italy, spanning the twelfth
to the fifteenth centuries. The Cleveland
Baroque Soloists and Friends—Doris Orn-
stein, harpsichord; Julianne Baird, soprano;
Wendy Gillespie, viola da gamba; and Ross
Duffin, recorder—provided a concert of
French and German works from the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.
The first paper, read 'oy James Stark of
Mount Allison Univers'-ty in New
Brunswick, was entitled "The Emergence of
the Bel Canto Idiom' Dr. Stark has been
involved for many years in research on vocal
physiology and is currently writing a book on
the history of bel canto. His paper, complete
with medical diagrams and technical jargon,
was a welcome attempt to bring scientific
exactness to a discussion that so often found-
ers on the lack of an agreed-upon vocabulary.
(I was fascinated by his demonstrations of
radically different vocal placements.) Musi-
cally, he concentrated on the period of Cac-
cini and tried to match original descriptions of
early singing, including the ornaments, with
modern medical analyses of the vocal mecha-
nism.
The three remaining papers were given by

the soloists of the concerts—an excellent
method of ensuring that practical relevance is
combined with research.
Nigel Rogers, speaking on "Articulation in

Italian Monody,- was an apt choice for this
topic since so much of his stunning concert
featured highly ornamented repertory. Mr.
Rogers seized the oppor.unity to make a
rebuttal to some aspects of Dr. Stark's paper,
calling to'his aid many quotations from singers
c. 1600 and noting that only a glottal articula-

7.ion (as opposed to both a vibrato-based and a
diaphragmatic articulation) could achieve the
necessary speed for the Italian repertory c.
1570 - 1640. He briefly touched on such
thorny issues as registers, rubato, and vibra-
to, and concluded with a passionate plea for
passion in early-music performance.
Julianne Baird gave a lecture-demonstra-

tion on "Porpora's Singing School:' that is,
the training of the eighteenth-century castra-
to virtuosos for the operatic stage. The daily
schedule of a stuCent and a surviving page of
exercises were intriguing. So also were Ms.
Baird's performances of pieces and etudes of
the famed Farinelli and others that she had
chosen to demonstrate the standard devices
of this spectacular style. A special treat was
the chance to hear one of the recordings made
in 1902 - 3 by one of the last castratos,
idoreschi (d. 1922), who sang in the Sistine
Chapel Choir.
Paul Hillier's ta'_k, "Approaches to Singing

Early Music: The How and the Why," was
more a personal statement on attitudes
towards early singing than a recipe. As such,
17 was both less and more practical than other
presentations—less, because it didn't provide
ts with useful formulas and quick tips; more,
because it gave one artist's approach and sug-
gested directions for us all, especially in deal-
ing with medieval singing, where we simply
will never have all the historical information
that we need.
Following the recommendations made at

last year's symposium, Ellen Hargis, an arts
administrator and singer from Ann Arbor,
had drafted by-laws for an international
society. Most of this year's registrants met to

refine anc to approve these proposed by-
laws, which included this statement:

The International Society of Early Music Singers
is formed tc promote public interest and education
in vocal music before 1800; to improve and maintain
performance standards in the field of early vocal
music; and to provide an organization for the benefit
and edification of singers and others in the field of
early vocal music.

The following trustees were elected: Garry
Crighton :Canada), Ross Duffin (U.S.A.),
Ellen Hargis—president (U.S.A), Paul Hillier
(England), Quentin Quereau (U.S.A.), Nigel
Rogers (England), and Beverly Simmons
(U.S.A.). Plans are being made for incor-
porating, for a newsletter, and for next year's
symposium.
If you are interested in early music singing,

in keeping abreast of the latest information or
contributing to it—or if you just want
songbirds of a feather with whom to flock
together—:hen leap out of your chair imme-
diately, and write to: The International
Society of Early Music Singers, c/o Quentin
Quereau, 2984 Corydon Rd., Cleveland
Heights, Chio 44118.
The Symposium concluded appropriately at
Trinity Ca:hedral with the singing by thirty
of the registrants of a full Anglican cathedral
service for the First Evensong of All Saints,
with music by William Byrd.

There is rot any Musicke of Instruments what-
soever, comarable to that which is made of the
voyces of Men, where the voices are good, and the
same well sorted and ordered.-.Byrd.

Garry Crighton

Reprinted inm The Courant, January 1983.

Royal Conservatory of Music
Summer School

oattogum
with COLIN TILNEY

STANLEY RITCHIE
STEPHEN PRESTON

RAY NURSE
MARY SPRINGFELS
NIGEL ROGERS

JUNE 13 to 24
Telephone (416) 9784468, 978-3797
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GANASSI® RECORDERS
from the Von Huene Workshop

I am happy to announce that after years of research and many experi,

ments I have been able to make widekore Renaissance recorders that

will play the moft demanding music of the ioth and i7th centuries.

Appropriately, I am calling these inftruments

Ganassi® Recorders
after the author of La Fontegara,

a book that is well known to connoisseurs the world over, and that
shows what music can be played on a Renaissance recorder with a range
to the higheft regifter.

Available are a soprano in c" (pitch a'-440), and an alto in f'
(pitch a'-440), both in one piece with single holes. Ganassi recorders

in other sizes and pitches are in the planning ftages, as well as a van Eyck
soprano. All these inftruments will be reasonably priced.

For special requefts as to fingerings, pitches, or twoipiece con§truc,
tion, please write to me.

Sincerely,

AVAILABLE IN THE USA FROM: The Von Huene Workshop

The Early Music Shop of New England

59 65 Boyllion Street

Brookline, Massachusetts 02146

IN THE UK: The Early Music Shop Ltd.
28 Sunbridge Road
Bradford, Weft Yorkshire BDI

Copyright © 1983 by Friedricn von Huene. All rights reserved.
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WITH:

Arnold Grayson, recorders, director
Sheila Beardslee, courtly dancing, recorders
Martha Bishop, viols, vielles
Valerie Horst, country dancing, recorders
Kathleen DeVore, flutes, recorders
Douglas Freundlich, lutes
Wayne Hankin, pipe and tabor, crumhorns
Jack Kitts, shawms, dulcians, crumhorns
George Kelischek, hurdy-gurdy, crumhorrs
Anthony Palmer, motet and madrigal-cho.r
John Tyson, recorders

B OOK REVIEWS

Music in New Jersey, 1655-1860
CHARLES H. KAUFMAN
Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, Ruther-
ford, New Jersey, 1981, 297 pp., $65

American musicologists, who for years
seemed to be interested only in European
topics, are now finding more and more in their
own country's music history to delve into and
write about. In recent years many works on
individual early American composers and
schools of composition have appeared, but
broad-gauged studies of the musical life of a
region remain rare. Thus Charles Kaufman's
book is doubly welcome: as a well-written
and thoroughly documented account, and as
an example of the type of study needed for
many other locations.
The subtitle well states the purpose and

scope: a study of musical activity and musi-
cians in New Jersey frcm i:s first settlement
to the Civil War. The book's two main sec-
tions are on sacred music, in which Dr. Kauf-
man discusses the musical practices of each of
the major religious groups active in the state
during this period, and secular compositions,

Dale Higbee, editor

in which he devotes chapters to music educa-
tion, publications, instrument makers, con-
cert life, and published views on music.
These are preceded by a succinct précis of the
settlement of New jersey that sets the his-
torical context and are followed by nearly a
hundred pages of appendixes, indexes, and
bibliography. About fifty illustrations,
including music from early songbooks, news-
paper advertisements, and concert handbills,
are included.
Readers not famiLar with early American

psalmody may find the section on sacred
music, with its lengthy descriptions of psalm
books, a bit slow going. More interesting are
the accounts of dissent caused by the eigh-
teenth-century practice of "lining out,"
whereby a choral leader sang each line of a
psalm and the congregation repeated it. Also
described are debates over the introduction
of instrumental music into church services.
As late as 1830 one :hoirmaster was advised
by the church trustees that he could accom-
pany his singers on the bass viol, but "the less
said about it the betier."
In seventeenth-century New Jersey almost

any kinc of secular music making was viewed
with disfavor, especially any "music for the
sake of merriment" on the Sabbath. But by
the late eighteenth century Dr. Kaufman is
able to document a more flourishing secular
musical life. Concerts could be heard in
cultural centers such as Princeton; Fourth of
July ce:ebrations included bands playing
marches and choruses singing odes; and one
could re:eive musical instruction, if not from
a New Jersey teacher, then from one of the
itinerant musicians who stopped en route
betweer. New York City and Philadelphia to
conduct classes and sell tune books.
Some of the most interesting material is

found in the appendixes (if one can cope with
the veiry small print), where the author has
included exhaustive lists of New Jersey musi-
cians, musical societies, instrument makers,
and mus:c tradesmen, along with quotes from
newspa,er advertisements and articles.
These b:ing an immediacy to the history (in
1816 ore George Geib advertised to "the
Ladies and Gentlemen of Newark and Eliza-
beth-Town and on the road between these
towns, that in the future he will attend
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Tuition, Rom and Board $ 205.00
Register early!
Write to:
Kelischek Workshop
for Historical Instruments
Rt. 1, Brasstown, N.C. 28902
Telephone: (7041 837-5833
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The Early Music Shop of New England

A NNOUNCES ITS NEW

Early Keyboard Showroom
We are proud to open a showroom for fine early keyboard instruments
and reprodudions. At laft, the enthusiaft has a place where harpsichords
and clavichords ftom such makers as Tom Pixton, Eric Herz, Clifford
Boehmer, and Robert Duffy, as well as original inftruments, can be tried
and examined. No longer mu ft the catomer be satisfied with pictures
and words. Our spacious showroom enables you to see, hear, and feel
the instruments. For a complete lifting, please write, call, or visit:

The Early Music Shop of New England
59 Boylflon Street, Brookline Massachusetts 02146, Telephone: (617) 8690277,

Hours: Monday — Saturday, io to 6; Thursday, io to 8
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by Heinz Roessler
An entirely new series of recorders modelled after instruments by J. W. Oberlender,
one of the finest recorder makers of the mid-18th century, is now available. These
attractively priced instruments have undercut toneholes, curved and tapered wind-
ways, and respond to the satisfaction of the most demanding players.
They are available in soprano, alto, and tenor sizes. Customers have a choice of
instruments built at a' = 440 with double holes, or at a' = 415 with single or double
holes; in boxwood, rosewood, or grenadilla.
At our shop, we tune and voice the instruments
before selling them, so that they play to the height of
their potential, and we guarantee them for one year.

LEV NH I STORI C AL
INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

P.O. Boo 1 9o, First Avenu , New York, New York 10009, Tel. (212)674-6715
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RECORDER & MUSIC
A Quarterly Magazine for all interested in the Recorder,

edited by Edgar Hunt

Interviews with leading players
Schools section edited by H. Hersom

Articles—fully illustrated
Reviews of music, concerts, etc.

The Society of Recorder Players

Published in March, June, September, and December by Schott & Co. Ltd.
48 Great Marlborough Street, London WIV 2BN: USA contact Magnamusic
Distributors, Inc., Sharon, Connecticut 06069.

within that route. . . teaching the Science of
Composing Music, thro' Bass, the art of pre-
luding, singing, and the German Flute").
They also provide an invaluable resource for
future researchers.

Carolyn Bryant

Bach and the Dance of God
WILFRID MELLERS
Oxford University Press, 1981, viii & 324 pp.,
$39.95

This study is soon to be followed by a pen-
dant, Beethoven and the Voice of God. At first I
was wary of what I feared would be yet
another "Bach-as-devoutly-religious-man" ap-
proach. I am still unconvinced that there are
enough hard facts proving that Bach always
viewed music as "a harmonious euphony for
the glory of God." But Professor Mellers' book
is engagingly written — the sort that really
makes you think about the music and sends you
scurrying to the scores and records to check out
his assessments.

Sandwiched between a "prelude" and a
"postlude" that deal with some short works,
the bulk of the volume is devoted to two long
essays on the St. John Passion and the Mass in B
Minor. These are obviously the result of years of
thought —plus years spent lecturing on Bach's
music. I was particularly struck by the explana-
tion of the key scheme of the Mass, which I
presume is Mellers' own analysis. Unfortun-
ately, though he draws .on the recent research
into the chronology of Bach's work, Mellers
makes only passing references to the sources for
some of his facts, and there are few footnotes
and only a brief bibliography. I am refreshed,
however, by his writing an "old-fashioned"
piece of musicology in the sense that it is the
personal view of a scholar of obvious intellect
and not just another sources / dating / water-
marks study (as valuable, of course, as such
work is).

This is a book that every teacher, scholar, or
performer of Bach's music will want to read. It
should provoke careful thought about the
nature of our experience of this music. Wilfrid
Mellers has given us a springboard for our dis-
cussions, and we await with interest his
Beethoven book.

William D. Cadger

Musical Instruments in the Dayton C.
Miller Flute Collection at the Library of
Congress
Volume I
Compiled by Michael Seyfrit
Washington, D.C., 1982. Available by mail
from the Superintendent of Documents, Dept.
39-LC, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402, $15

Praise be! Here at last is Volume I of a
detailed catalogue of the celebrated Dayton
C. Miller Collection. This first volume
includes all 39 recorders—a very choice lot by
any standard—plus all 35 fifes and 199 one-
keyed flutes. Six further volumes will be
devoted to other logical divisions of the 1653
instruments that comprise the total collec-
tion. Volume I is three-quarters of an inch
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thick, in a sturdy and tasteful hard binding,
and contains 488 black-and-white photo-
graphs. At $15 postpaid, it is one of the few
true bargains left in this inflated world. Were
it twice or even five times the price, it would
be an essential item for every recorder and
flute player or early music enthusiast. These
words were chosen carefully. Buy it.
It would require more space than is availa-

ble here to deal fairly and thoroughly with
why the priceless Miller Collection was
offered to and then accepted by the Library of
Congress in 1941, and why since then it has
not received minimum decent care, never
mind proper utilization. Those closely asso-
ciated with it have without exception been
patient and helpful to me and have my lasting
gratitude, but they have never been given
adequate budgets or assigned time for the
barest amount of conservation or cataloguing.
The 1961 Gilliam-Lichtenwanger Checklist
was a single miracle, and now, twenty years
later, here is a second. The present part-time
curator, Michael Seyfrit, acknowledges much
help from his colleagues but has clearly been
the one to make key decisions and lend princi-
pal impetus to the project. It's a fine job. His
short preface states clearly and concisely
what he has chosen to include and to omit—
choices with which it is difficult to find fault.
Each individual instrument is given a full
page—a luxury in itself—on which appear a
close-up photograph of the maker's actual
stamp and another of the key and key mount.
The basic details are given in a column below
the photos, in consistent order, making page-
to-page comparison very easy. Generous
amounts of blank space make a pleasing com-
position and afford room for additional notes.
After 273 such pages, there are 56 full-page
plates of groups of instruments in full-length
photos. The concluding indices and appen-
dices are carefully done.
All instrument catalogues henceforth, I

think, will be measured against the recent
Eisenach and Leipzig catalogues, and it is the
greatest possible compliment to Seyfrit and
"the Library" that Volume I compares so well
with these two. There is less minute detail
given of the Miller instruments, but Seyfrit's
preface prepares us for this. It is ever so much
more than has been accessible before, and to
have waited longer for more might have cost
us the catalogue. Every possible influence
must be brought to bear now to see early
publicatioh of the remaining volumes.
My only serious criticism is that a new

number was given to each specimen. Of
course, of what import is the order in which
Dr. Miller acquired them—the only basis of
the previous numbering system? But working
with this volume these recent weeks I have
cursed the need to keep referring to a conver-
sion table, old number to new—although this
is true even of the new, great Leipzig cata-
logues I have praised above.. Some small cor-
rections in Seyfrit: new No. 113 bears the
stamp of I.W. Oberlender II and should be so
distinguished from the father, I.W.O. I. New
No. 80's key is not in an "integral mount" as
stated and defined, as the close-up photo

makes clear. (I had hoped the terms "knob"
and "block" were by now understood to be
better than the term "integral mount" as a
single label to include both knobs and blocks.)
New No. 86 is indeed of three-piece construc-
tion, but the description should specify that
the foot joint is integral with the adjacent
joint, rather than there being a long, single
main joint separating head and foot. I hope I
will be forgiven for begging that further vol-
umes specify whether individual key springs
are attached to the instrument body or to the
underside of the key, or are needle springs
mounted in a post—which detail is often help-
ful in dating an instrument, its maker, its
updating, and/or its repair history.
When praise is deserved, let not the oppor-

tunity be ignored. Our U.S. Government did
this job exceedingly well. Congratulations all
around.

Phillip T. Young

Phillip T. Young, professor at the School of
Music, University of Victoria, Victoria, B.C.,

is the author of The Look of Music: Rare
Musical Instruments, 1500-1900 (U. of
Washington Press, 1980) and Twenty-five
Hundred Historical Woodwind Instruments:
An Inventory of the Major Collections (Pen-
dragon, 1982), as well as co-author of A Survey
of Musical Instrument Collections in the
United States and Canada (Music Library
Association, 1974).

The French Cantata: A Survey and
Thematic Catalogue
GENE E. VOLLEN
UMI Research Press, Ann Arbor, 1982,
xv & 815pp., $79.95

Two recent works, almost by themselves,
have brought the French Baroque cantata out
of obscurity: David Tunley's The Eighteenth-
Century French Cantata (London: Dobson,
1974) and this book by Gene E. Vollen, ori-
ginally completed in 1970 as a Ph.D. disserta-
tion at North Texas State University.
Professor Vollen's study has been

admirably conceived and executed—especial-
ly in its primary contribution, the thematic
catalogue, which embraces over 400 cantatas
by 72 composers. By my count, Vollen missed
only nine of the composers of extant cantatas
who appear in Tunley's Appendix A(i), "Rep-
ertoire of the French Cantata."`
The catalogue, organized alphabetically by

composer, is clearly printed and easy to use.
A brief biographical sketch precedes the can-
tata listing. Each work is identified by title,
source(s), instrumentation, voice and range,
author of text, and the thematic index by
movement (excluding instrumental preludes
and ritourneUes). It would have been helpful if
Vollen's page headings had shown cantata
book as well as title where appropriate. This
would have saved time in pinpointing a work
by Bernier, for example, who wrote seven
books of cantatas, most of which contain six

'Both Tunley and %Hen were unaware of the "Avignon"
cantatas by Malet and Reboul. See my article, "A Source
for Secular Mus:c in 18th-Century Avignon," Acta Music°,
logica, vol. LIV (1982: Fasc II), pp. 261-279.

Why Not Learn About

Fine Baroque Recorders

and Flutes

being crafted in the

C. James Woodwind Shop

Prices are favorable

and deliveries

are prompt

For Information Write To

The C. James

Woodwind Shop

1352 Castleton Road, N.

Columbus, Ohio 43220

U.S.A.

WOODWIND
INSTRUMENTS

by

CHARLES COLLIER

oriO RICHARD PALM

ALthentic Copies of
Extant Instruments:

RENAISSANCE and
BAROQUE RECORDERS,
MUTE CORNETTI,
RENAISSANCE FLUTES,
and RENAISSANCE
SHAWMS.

For Further Information

CHARLES COLLIER

Box 9442, Berkeley, Ca. 94709, UrA

(415) 845-6389
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a. GENERA VIOLAS DA GAMBA =,
RENAISSANCE PATTERN 

,

E-.
P.Treble

Tenor
Bass

$790
850
975

Late Italian Renaissance cornerless viols
= of curly maple back, sides, neck and fit-

tings, carved spruce top, bass bar and
so L nd post

BAROQUE PATTERN

Treble $1050
Tenor

25Bass 11 2175
7-string 1375

Ge-man baroque, cornered body of Bird's
Eye maple back and sides, arched spruce
top, high bridge

3aintt (ex,luthirt,it
429 Fawcett St. • Balto., Md. 2-1211

I. 
(301)235-0344
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Renaissance Recorders
by Levin & Silverstein

DESCANT, TREBLE, TENOR, BASSETT
c and f at a'=44o; equal temperament or historical tuning

also Alto in g' and van Eyck handfiuyt in c"
These instruments were developed to meet the standards of the best professional
players and reflect the latest research in Renaissance recorders and their music.
Each is made of Northeastern rock maple in one piece (except the bassett) and
impregnated with linseed oil. They are elegant in shape and finish, and are
extraordinarily consistent in tonal color and strength throughout their range.
Customers may choose historical or English
fingering, except for the bassett, which is
available only with historical fingering.

,EV11 HISTORICA L
INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

P.O. Box logo, no First Avenu ,New York, New York [0000. Tel. (xxx) 674.6715
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&Historia Instruments
Ben Bechtel, Instrument Maker

3952 Brotherton Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45209

(513) 271-6336
(513) 531-2355

Early Music Studies
Offering the Bachelor of Arts Degree in Music Literature with emphasis
in Early Music, and several graduate level courses in Early Music.

SHELLEY GRUSK IN, director

Instruction in recorders, flutes, harpsichord, early clarinets, lute, viols
and voice.

ThE COREGE Of

ST. SCHOLASTICA
For more information, write Department of Music, 1200A Kenwood Avenue,
Duluth, Minnesota 55811 or call (218) 723-6081.

titles.
The main weakness of the catalogue is that

Vollen did not bring his 1970 material suffi-
ciently up to date. Footnotes refer to availa-
ble modern editions, but nowhere is there
mention of Tunley's editions of Les Forges de
Lemnos by Bernier and Orphie by Cleram-
bault, Erich Schwandt's of La Fortune and
Pan et SirMx by Monteclair, or Jacoby's of La
Musette by Clerambault—or A-R Editions'
publication of the entire Book III of cantatas
by Monteclair. Yet all of these appeared in the
1960s or 1970s. Perhaps a publisher's
deadline prevented inclusion of a seventh
cantata by Rameau (Cantate pour la fete de
Saint-Louis) discovered by Mary Cyr and dis-
cussed by her in the Musical Times of Novem-
ber 1979

Perfection is probably unattainable in a stu-
dy of this scope. A spot check of Monteclair's
cantatas, for example, revealed errors of date
(Monteclair was born in 1667, not 1668,
spelling (Tircis et Climene, not Tints et Cli-
mene; Le Songe, not La Songe), and sins of
omission in details of instrumentation (bass
viol in Pan et Sirinx and in Le retour de la Paix;
flute or oboe in Pyrame et Thisbe). The canta-
tas Alcione and Jupiter et Mnemosine are by
Louis Marchand, as the title page reference
to "Mr Marchant organiste" suggests, and
not by Marchand Du Maine.

The three cantatas inserted by Campra into
three different acts of his opera-ballet, Les fetes
venitiennes, should not bear the titles of the
acts (or entrées) themselves. In fact, these
cantatas are nameless and merely form part of
the divertissement of songs and dances that is
a sine qua non for each act of an opera-ballet.
The author of the text of these cantatas, far
from being -unknown," was surely Campra's
librettist Danchet.

The thematic catalogue is followed by a list
of "Unlocated Cantatas" (a great help in
identifying future research), an "Index of
Composers in Catalogue," and an "Index of
Titles in Catalogue:'
It is preceded by a survey that includes

much useful information. Of particular
interest is the list of cantata performances at
the Concerts frangais held in the Salle des •
Suisses of the Tuileries Palace, as announced
in the pages of the Mercure de France. It is
clear from this list that Clerambault was the
most sought-after cantata composer of the
1720s.

The confusion regarding the Campra canta-
tas integrated into Les fetes venitiennes is also
found in the survey. There are three (not
two) cantatas, as Vollen himself indicated in
the catalogue. These are in scene iv of "Les
Devins de la Place Saint-Marc," scene iii of
"I:Amour saltimbanque," and scene iv of
"Les Serenades et les joueurs." One source of
the problem may be that Professor Vollen
seems to have confused entrée with scene
(witness the mistranslation from the Mercure
in which "une 4' entrée ajoutee aux Fetes
venitiennes" is rendered "a fourth scene
added to the Fetes Vinitiennes"). In an opera-
ballet, an entrée is equivalent to an act, not to
a scene.
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Professor Vollen also, it appears to me,
overlooks the critical importance of French
post-Lully opera in determining certain
aspects of French BaroqLe cantatas. It is not
correct to state that the rondeau air is the
"equivalent of Da Capo Aria," nor is it
accurate to describe the arioso,like recitatif
mesure as "aria-like?' A glance at the tragedies
lyriques or opera-ballets of Campra, Des,
touches, or Mouret would bear out that in
many instances the ariette and not the ron,
deau is the equivalent of the Italian aria da
capo. We should remember that in describing
the aria da capo Rousseali wrote that "those
grand pieces of Italian music which ravish the
soul... the French call artettes" (Lettre sur la
music frangaise as quoted by Strunk in Source
Readings in Music History).
It must be emphasized :-.hat these flaws are

relatively minor. Professor Vollen's book, and
his impressive thematic catalogue in particu-
lar, will remain for years a basic source for
anyone interested in French Baroque vocal
chamber music.

James R. Anthony

James R. Anthony is Professor of Musicology at
the University of Arizona and author of French
Baroque Music from Beaujoyeubc to Rameau
(Norton 1974/1981).

Twenty-five Hundred Historical Wood-
wind Instruments: An Inventory of
the Major Collections
PHILLIP T. YOUNG
Pend/Won Press, New York, 1982, xii and
155 pp., $45

This valuable inventory is a greatly expanded
updating of various lists published since 1960 in
the Gilpin Society Journal; it represents a
twenty-year labor of love by its compiler.
Organized alphabetically by maker's name, all
known instruments are listed by type, with in-
formation on details and current location. Of
the one hundred twenty-two makers included,
forty-two made recorders, namely (with
number of instruments listed): Joannes Maria
Anciuti (4), Charles Bizey (2), Thomas
Boekhout (10), Peter Bressan (49), Johann
Christoph Denner (48), Jacob Denner (15),
Johann Heinrich Eichentopf (2), M. Eisen,
menger (2, but never completed: neither has
finger holes), Johann Benedikt Gahn (18),
Grassi (1), Heinrich Grenser (1, with three keys
and clarinet-like bell), Richard Haka (10),
Hotteterre (9), Nicolaus Hotteterre (2), Louis
Hotteterre (2), Johann Wolfgang Kenigsberger
(2), Klenig (1), Thomas Lot (1), Johann
Wilhelm Oberlender 1(29), J. W. Oberlender II
(1), Johann Poerschman (1), Claude Rafi (2,
and perhaps 5 more), Hans Rauch von Schratt
(7), Conrad Rijkel (4), Jean Jacques Rippert

(15), Godefroid-Adrien Rottenburgh (1), Jean-
Hyacinth-Joseph Rottenburgh (8), Johann
Cornelius E. Sattler (4), Johann Schell (12),
I. Scherer (1), Christian Schlegel (4), Schuchart
(4), Thomas Stanesby, Sr. (10), Thomas
Stanesby, Jr. (12), Jan Steenbergen (4),
Engelbert Tenon (6), Augustin Walch (2),
Georg Walch (4), L. Walch (1, plus 5 double-
recorders), Lorenz Walch (8, plus one double-
recorder), Paul Walch (2), I. G. Walch (2).
Adding to this book's value are thirteen

black-and-white plates showing a variety of in-
struments including two bass recorders by
Hans Rai_ ch von Schratt, with close-ups of
details, an:! a tenor by Hotteterre. Appendixes
include a Lsting of museums and private collec-
tions represented, bibliography and sources of
illustrations of specific instruments, abbrevia-
tions used and some common key flap designs.
In the libraries of those interested in historic
woodwinc instruments, this book will take its
place beside Lyndesay G. Langwill's Index of
Musical Wind Instrument Makers, to which in
his preface Young acknowledges his consider-
able debt. Young's Inventory is an important
reference work that needs to be periodically up-
dated and expanded. Its compiler requests that
readers "irundate" him with information on in-
struments not listed, plus further details about
those already included. I hope he will have en-
tries on additional makers in future editions.

Dale Higbee

For one hundred years the Dolmetsch
family has given unrivalled quality
service and value The new 1982 Dolmetsch plastic recorders
are no exception- pitch perfect, free playing and still at 1980 prices!

DOLMETSCH DESCANT: the iveliest recorder on the market with tha: special Dolmetsch sound.
British made and still incomparably the best. The 1982 model is now even easier to play and maintains
the Dolmetsch reputation for secure pitch and accurate intonation.
DOLMETSCH TREBLE: the perfect match for the Dolmetsch descant with a rare tonal warmth and
excellent responsiveness. Pitch and intonation are checked electron cally and every instrument is
hand finished.
DOLMETSCH TENOR: no tenor recorder is less tiring than the Dolmetsch tenor to hold and to play.
The double keys provide a low C and a low C sharp and with the lovely rich sound this instrument
rivals many expensive wooden recorders on the market today.

DOLMETSCH RECORDERS - A perfect match everytime

RETURN THIS COUPON TODAY I would like t) be an Accredited Dolmetsch
Dealer- please send all details

Individuals - tick and return for complete
lists of retailers near you stocking the
incomparable Dolmetsch plastic recorders.

Name
Address

Phone

DOLMETSCH MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
107 Blackdown Rural ndustries, Haste Hill, Haslemere,

Marguerite Dolmetsch Surrey, England GU27 3AY Tel: Haslemere (0428) 3235
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RECORDERS AND
WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS OF

THE RENAISSANCE AND BAROQUE ERA

Crumhorns • Cornamuses - Kcrtholts • Dulcians
Rackets • Shawms • Cornets • Flutes • Bassoons • Oboes

/9 - /9 -5)(2/2t- n-ieedera

MEN
VERLAG UND MUSIKINSTRUMENTENWERK

U.S. Agents: Magnarrusic Distributors, Inc.
Sharon, Connecticut 06069, TeL (203) 364-5431
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MUSIC REVIEWS

Sonata Contrapuntist ica (A Es? piano)
ARNOLD MATZ
Zen-on Music, distributed by Magnamusic-
Baton, 10370 Page Industrial Blvd., St. Louis,
Mo. 63132, 1979, $8.25

Although many recorder players are
interested mainly in the early literature, it is a
refreshing sign of the vitality of the recorder
movement that new works emerge from time
to time.
No biographical information on Arnold
Matz is offered with thrs piece (nor in the
New Grove). But since the dedication is to
Walter Bergmann, one can surmise the possi-
bility that the composer was at least trained
in Britain, the publication from Tokyo
notwithstanding. Certainly the rather con-
servative, tuneful, somewhat modal-diatonic
style is characteristic of much successful con-
temporary music from England.
As the title implies the sonata uses various

contrapuntal devices. Each of the four highly
imitative movements is in three voices
throughout: one for each hand in the piano,
plus the recorder part an top. The same
rgotivic material is treated a little differently
in every movement through diminution,
inversion, transposition, and other tech-
niques. The piece is not difficult; it is fun
to play; and it provides some good interval
practice.

Peter Hedrick

Four Duets (SA and piano)
ArrroxiN DVORAK
Arranged by Walter Bergmann
Schott #11450, distributed by Magnamusic,
Sharon, Conn. 06069, $6.75

Whenever I come across. Walter Bergmann's
name I think of the familiar photograph of him
seated at the piano, a flock of children standing
behind him playing recorders. I don't know
what they're playing, but I imagine that it could
be this music, or something like it.
The pieces in this edition (no source other

than the composer's name is given) are quite
delightful. Actually they will sound best with
only one recorderist on a part and with the
accompanist making every effort to play as soft-
ly as possible. Hans Ulr_ch Staeps has sug-
gested in many of his recorder—piano editions
that the accompaniment be played una corda
throughout and that the cover of the piano be
closed. That advice is appropriate here as well,
but it will also help to have a pianist with a con-
trolled and sensitive touch.
The edition includes a piano score plus a

single copy of a duet score for the recorders. An
assistant should be employed to turn pages for

Louise Austin, editor

the accompanist. The soprano recorder part
goes up only to e" and the alto to c"'; both parts,
however, are fay chromatic and employ multi-
ple enharmonics, including an et " in the alto
part. Rhythms are simple, although the first
piece has a few meter changes from 3/4 to 4/4
and back again; sixteenth notes in the fast
pieces (the duets are arranged to conform to
the alternating slow-fast formula of a Handel
sonata) are marked with slurs to facilitate their
nrecution. Dynamic markings range from f to if
and should not be taken literally.
For what it is, its good. I recommend this edi-

non on its own terms.
Pete Rose

The following editions are put out by The Early
Music Center, 1045 Garfield, Oak Park, Ill.
60304, and may be crdered directly from the
hublisher.

Danserye
A special part made from Susato's inner two
parts
*S1, $1.75

Two Suites
MICHEL CORRBTTE
46201, $1.50

Rigodon
J.PH. RAMEAU
46301, score and parts $2

Three Magnificat Fugues (SAT)
JOHANN PACHELBEL
*302, parts only, $2

Each of these publications is practical,
reasonably priced, and carefully edited, with
dean layout and legible notation in manuscript
—though some pages of the Corrette suites
have so many staves that reading the print is
sometimes confusing.

The Sumo edition consists of a single part as-
ranged from the two original tenor parts. Com-
bined with the outer voices, it forms a harmoni-
cally complete and satisfying trio version of the
dances. One must have the Schott edition
(RMS 169a) in order to play them; this edition
is keyed with the Schott and includes every
piece in Volume 1.
The Corrette suites are examples of simple,

pastoral French Baroque music that is delicate,
charming, and full of life. Because of. their
limited range and rhythmic requirements, they
are well suited to intermediate players; the dis-
tinct moods of the different dances will provide
excellent study material. The fact that both
suites can be played on C or F recorders opens
up several possibilities, though the use of like in-
struments is preferred to mixed pairs.
Taken from a movement of Dard anus (1739),

the brief Rameau Rigodon contains great
energy and plenty of variety. It is arranged here
for ATB recorder trio, although it can also be
played as a trio sonata (all parts are provided)
with two dissimilar melody instruments. The
editor suggests several instrumentations, and
all work well. All three parts are challenging,
and the edition is recommended to advanced
trios.
The three fugues are transcriptions of Pachel-

bers works for organ. They exhibit the trans-
parency and ordered fugal manner characteris-
tic of the German masters. A successful perfor-
mance on recorders will require a deft approach
and an understanding of fugal procedure.
Although arranged for trio, these pieces may
equally well be played and studied by larger
groups. The scoring here lies rather high, but
the music s extremely attractive and could well
be played on strings or other instruments.

William E. Nelson
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VIOLA DA GAMBA WORKSHOP
The Western Chapter of the Viola Da Garrba Society of America

Announces its Eleventh Annual Viol Workshop.

JULY 24-31, 1983 • MT. CALVARY RETREAT HOUSE, SANTA BARBARA, CA

MUSIC PROGRAM
* Consort Playing
* Technique & Musicianship
* Viols With Voice
* Solo & Continuo Performance
* Lyra Viol

FACULTY
* Shirley Marcus, Director
* Peggie Sampson
* Lucy Cross
* Carol Herman
* Barbara Barclay, Harpsichordist

For Application and Further Information Contact.
SHIRLEY MARCUS. 1366 APPLETON WAY. VENICE. CAL. • TEL. 213) 399-7975
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FROM FIRST NOTE TO
FIRM- CHAIR.

You can start —and stay with —
Hohner -ecorders through every
stage of your musical development.
Hohner's range of fine instruments

takes you from the classroom to con-
cert hall. We are, in fact, the world's
largest p-oducer of a ful line of qual-
ity recorders.
For over a quarter of a century
we've been crafting classic re-
corders with both Baroque and Ger-
man fingering.
All are superb precision musical

instruments, and have their own
special features. They are made of
carefully selected and seasoned
Pearwood, Rosewood and Maple,
as well as virtually unbreakable ABS
plastic

Highly developed finishing tech-
niqi_es make each one as much

a delight to the eye as to
the ear. And you can
suit your needs from a
whole consort of sopra-
nino,soprano,alto,tenor
or bass instruments.
Allare fully guaranteed

by Hohner to perform with
precise intonation through many
years of service.
For a free catalog on Hohner's
fam.ly of fine reco,ders, write
Hohnar, Inc., P.O. Box 15035,

Richmond, VA 23227.

HORNER
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RECORD REVIEWS

German Brass Music, 1500-1700
The New York Cornet & Sacbut Ensemble
TITANIC Ti-97, 43 Rice St., Cambridge,
Mass. 02140

Nowadays the phrase "town musician"
evokes little more than rcemories of fairy tales
or of a quaint tradition. For centuries, how-
ever, town bands served varied and impor-
tant functions in civic life. In the German-
speaking countries in particular, the town
bandsman or Stadtpfeife- participated in vir-
tually every realm of musical life—secular,
sacred, popular, and sopnisticated.
This recording presents an appealing collec-

tion of German brass misic from the period
1500- 1700. The New York Cornet e..q' Sac-
but Ensemble is excellent. Its versatile mem-
bers, who are also widely known as per-
formers on modern brass, are masters of their
instruments. Their performances are always
confident and polished, with a noble charac-
ter befitting the ceremonial nature of the
instruments.
There is throughout, however, a strongly

vertical approach in the playing. This can be
quite effective in sturdy renditions of dances
by Praetorius and Haussmann but is less so in
the more polyphonic pieces (e.g., Stoltzer),
where much more melcdic independence is
needed. The effect is anything but
unpleasant, but it does impart a sameness
that leaves one imagining the possibility of
more stylistic variety in the nearly 200 years
of repertoire presented.
Nonetheless, this disk includes much satis-

fying playing, notably the charming duet
Gelobet seist du, Jesu Christ. The clarity and
suppleness of the cornets, sacbuts, and natu-
ral trumpets are a revelation. We are
indebted to the members of the New York
Cornet & Sacbut Ensemble for this glorious
introduction to a heretofore neglected reper-
toire.

John Tyson

Music in 18th-Century France
Concert Royal, James Richman (director, harp-
sichord), Ann Mono yics (soprano), Sandra
Miller (Baroque flute), Mary Sprineels (viola
da gamba), with Sarah Cunningham (viola da
gamba continua), Shelley Gruskin (musette)
NONESUCH H-71371

On looking at the painting by Lancret on
the cover of tnis album, one is struck by its
almost impressionistic quality. Sharp lines
and strong colors fade into an inviting haze,
and we are left feeling more than seeing. With
its lush harmonies and delicate colors, the
music performed here—instrumental pieces
by Marais and Rameau, and cantatas by

Dale Higbee, editor

Rameau and Clerambault—charms us in
much the same way.
Concert Royal gracefully balances subtle

expression with a natural directness that
makes this highly refined music seem strange-
ly familiar. The Marais is a suite for viola da
gamba beautifully played by Mary Springfels,

with particularly effective continuo supplied
by Sarah Cunningham and James Richman.
Rameau's difficult Piece de clavecin en concert
no. 5 is performed with excellent ensemble
and balance.
In the 1703 edition of his music dictionary,

Sebastien de Brossard noted that "recently

Unicorn

tGenishcrns
• Soprano, alto, tenor, and bass

• Recorder fingerings - f and c
tunings

• Finely voiced and user-
tunable

• Acoustically identical to
the finest animal horn, but
handcrafted from a high
q uality cast resin that
is 100% stable and
trouble free

• A fraction of the
cost of animal horn
gemshorns cur-
rently available Recorder players

and early music
enthusiasts can de-
light in this unique,

gentle, and persuasive
sound--a wonderful
contrast to the usual

tonal colors of the early
m usic consort

Write or phone for further
information.

&Historical Instruments
Ben Bechtel, Instrument Maker
3952 BrDtherton Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45209
(513) 271-6336 or 531-2355
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The John C. Campbell Folk School

Brasstown, North Carolina 28902

Recorder Week

JUNE 19-25, 1983

The Recorder Week in
June gives a wonderful
opportunity for musicians
of all ages to experience
the joy and stimulation of
making music together,
under the expert leader-
ship of professional
teachers. A feature again
this year will be of
dulcimer classes.

During the Week
thert is time for singing,
for doing simple country
dancing, and for visiting
the crafts studios and the
museum. The Week is pre-
sented in cooperation with
the Country Dance and Song
Society of America.
Program Director: Johanna

Kulbach

For Information:
Esther Hyatt,
John C. Campbell Folk

School
Brasstown, NC 28902 .
704-837-2775
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French cantatas have been composed and
have been very successful:' His words have a
prophetic ring when one considers the glori-
ous works that were to follow. Here Cl6ram-
bault's La Musette (with a guest appearance
by Shelley Gruskin), for all its French grace,
exhibits the Italian roots of this form. It is a
small-scale dramatic event with definite
operatic elements.
Rameau's genius is immediately apparent in

his sublime EImpatience. In it one finds that
wonderful mélange of naiveté and knowing
sensuality so typical of French music of the
period. What Ann Monoyios' youthful voice
lacks in profundity is more than compensated
for by its elegant flexibility. Her use of orna-
ments is particularly effective in the air ten-
dye, "Pourquoi leur envier leur juste recom-
pense?"
The rich variety of pieces and excellent

playing make this a recording that should
appeal to the connoisseur as well as to those
not yet familiar with the delights of the music
of eighteenth-century France.

John Tyson

The Last of the Troubadours
The Art and Times of Guiraut Riquier (1230-
1292)
The Martin Best Medieval Ensemble: Martin
Best (voice, lute, oud, psaltery), Jeremy Barlow
(recorder, pipes), David Corkhill (nakers, ham-
mer dulcimer, tabors, drums, bells, timbrell),
Alastair McLachlan (rebecs, fickle)
NIMBUS 45008 (45 RPM 12-inch LP
record)

For this record of songs by Guiraut Riquier,
"the last of the troubadours," Martin Best
was not content to offer a mere recital. He has
instead attempted to evoke the fascinating
world in which Guiraut lived by constructing
a presentation more often found in the the-
atre than in the modern recital hall, but which
would have been quite at home in a thir-
teenth century court or castle.
On July 22, 1209, an army of knights from
what is now central and northern France, led
by Simon of Montfort and commissioned by
Pope Innocent III, entered the southern city
of Beziers and proceeded to slaughter its
inhabitants in what was the start of the so-
called Albigensian crusade. Years later, when
these "crusaders" had finished their work,
the great Occitanian society that had pro-
duced the poetry and music of the trouba-
dours was virtually obliterated and its sur-
vivors scattered to courts in Spain, northern
Italy, and Sicily. Guiraut Riquier was born
near the end of these wars, but because he
was among the most prolific and gifted of the
troubadours, his work did much to preserve
and extend the traditions of the troubadour
art.
The record begins with a grisly account of

the massacre at Beziers, then traces through
the songs of Guiraut and others the wan-
derings of the poet in search of recognition
and patronage. It closes with a bitterly ironic
attack on Simon of Montfort:

If killing and bloodshed, the deaths of souls and

murdering, belief in lies, setting lands on fire,
slaughtering barons, shaming worse, giving all our
praise to pride, loving evil, hating good, murdering
women, killing children—if, for all this, one can in
truth win the reward from Jesus Christ—if this is
true, then, yes, then I agree: Simon de Montfort
wears a crown and sits in glory in the sky!

The instrumental pieces that follow each
reading seem chosen to provide an additional
layer of irony: Bertran de Born, composer of
the first, was condemned by Dante to carry
his severed head like a lantern in the eighth
circle of Hell for his political activities; Fol-
quet de Marselha, composer of the second,
Bishop of Toulouse and a one-time trouba-
dour, became an ardent supporter of Simon of
Montfort and "a vicious protagonist in the
Albigensian crusade."
The first group of songs represents
Guiraut's association with Narbonne, ending
with a lament on the death of its ruler,
Amalrich IV. When Amalrich died in 1270,
Guiraut traveled to Castile and entered the
service of Alfonso X (el Sabio), the composer
and/or compiler of the Cantigas de Santa
Maria. In this segment, Guiraut's songs alter-
nate with those of Alfonso. The last group
signals Guiraut's return to southern France,
to the court of Henry II of Rodez, where he
seems to have spent the last years of his life.
Martin Best's dramatic abilities and orien-

tation are much in evidence: in his organiza-
tion of the record, his readings, and the spe-
cial qualities of his singing. The words are
always intelligible and clearly meant to be
understood. Subtle distinctions of mood are
drawn between one cans° in praise of a patron
and another celebrating the virtue of
Guiraut's beloved Beth Deport, and then a
striking change of attitude is created for a
song addressed directly to Jesus Christ. Mr.
Best's use of modal rhythms for some songs
and "free," chant-like movement for others
seems to stem more from his feeling for poetic
rhythms than from any systematic interpreta-
tion of the notation.
The instrumentalists play with great skill

and enthusiasm, and they certainly make the
best of arrangements that, frankly, are not
very interesting. Ensembles like The Early
Music Quartet, Sequentia, Hesperion XX,
Trio Live0ak, and others have so enlarged
and enriched our notions of possibilities for
reconstructing monophonic song that simple
drones and nakers playing "dtun-diddle-did-
dle" patterns tend to wear thin quickly. Also,
for a more imaginative and musically satisfy-
ing comment on the Albigensian crusade, one
should listen to L'agonie du Languedoc by The
Early Music Quartet (Reflexe 063-30132).
But Mr. Best does provide complete texts,
English translations, and commentary, and
the sound quality of the record, due in part to
its 45 RPM speed, is superb.

J. Forrest Posey

MOVING? Be sure to send
the ARS your new address, as this
magazine cannot be forwarded.
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H ISTORICAL
INSTRUMENTS s„„
INCORPORATED 6jil

HISTORICAL WOODWIND MAKERS, SELLERS, & REPAIRERS

P.O. Box 1090, 112 First Avenue, New York, New York 10009, Tel. (212) 674-6715

Specialists
in
Historical
Woodwinds

BAROQUE AND RENAISSANCE RECORDERS,

BAROQUE BASSOONS, BAROQUE OBOES,

TUNING FORKS, ELECTRONIC TUNERS,

BAROQUE AND RENAISSANCE FLUTES,

REEDS AND REED-MAKING TOOLS,

CORNETTI, SHAWMS DULCIANS,

CAPPED REED INSTRUMENTS,

F ULL REPAIR SERVICE,

PORTATIVE ORGANS

Please write for our free catalogue.

Our workshop is a collaboration of craftsmen and performers. The ins:ruments we
manufacture are used and respected by professional musicians throughout the world.
Each of the instruments we sell, including those made by other makers for whom
we are agents, is thoroughly tested and adjusted in our shop before it iE sold. In the
case of certain instruments, such as recorders, vv.. request that our customers send
them back for revoicing after a number of monfls. Because of the attmtion given
to the instruments, we know they will rarely, if ever, be found ursatisfactory.
T:lerefore, we are able to offer excellent warranties and favorable prices. Hundreds
of colleges, conservatories, and professional musicians depend on us for the most
ccnsistent, reliable instruments and prompt, ethizal service.
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BAROQUE RECORDERS
AFTER

THOMAS STANESBY SR.
Alto at A415, A410, or A406

THOMAS STANESBY JR.
Alto at A415, or A408

RIPPERT
Alto at A440

W. BEUKERS
Soprano at A415, or A408

WRITE FOR BROCHURE TO

THE LEDGERWOOD WORKSHOP
26070 NEWBRIDGE ROAD

LOS ALTOS HILLS, CALIF. 94022
Tel. 415 941-5949

CHAPTER NEWS

Bernard J. Hopkins, editor

New York Recorder Guild
The November 6 — 7 Guild weekend work-

shop was a triumph. Masterfully directed by
Polly Ellerbe and taught by a diversified and
able faculty, it gave its thirty registrants chal-
lenging playing, good listening, and a unique
experience in dining.
The theme was "England—a Different
Musical Style." How different? We found
out as we played Tudor, Elizabethan, and
Jacobean consort music, as well as modern
pieces, in groups leds by Martha Bixler, Sarah
Cunningham, Wendy Gillespie, Bruce
Larkin, Joan Munkacsi, Geoffrey Naylor,
Pete Rose, Mary Springfels, and Ken Wollitz.
Class levels ranged from intermediate to
advanced, with both recorder consorts and
mixed ensembles. Percussionists learned
basic drum and tambourine technique for the
rhythms of various Renaissance dances.
On Saturday night a dozen registrants

enjoyed a Renaissance feast prepared by the
Guild's master chef, Linda Waller. It began
with mulled wine and a dramatic appetizer:
brie with honey and mustard. Linda
explained that Renaissance nobles liked
exotic seasonings in startling combinations,
evidently enjoying sharp contrasts in flavors
as well as strong dissonances in music.
The main dish, served on slices of warm,

homemade parsley bread, was roast chicken
with a ricotta and cranberry dressing, accom-
panied by parsnips cooked with orange juice
and marigold petals. Salad was a medley of
red and white cabbage, candied ginger, pine
nuts, chopped figs, and raisins, served with a
spicy-sweet dressing and a garnish of mustard
and brown sugar. Somehow everyone found
room for dessert, chewy boiled gingerbread.
After Sunday's classes, participants jour-

neyed to Corpus Christi Church for an after-
noon of viol music by Les Files de Sainte-Co-
lombe, who performed works by Henry Pur-
cell, Matthew Locke, Sainte-Colombe, and
other masters from England and the Conti-
nent. They gave the kind of performance that
makes viol players resolve to find more time
to practice.
Our only regret is that limited space forced

us to turn people away. To those who came,
our thanks for making this workshop one of
our best. To those who didn't—how about
next year?

Judith A. Wink

Denver
The highlight of our season was a Boar's
Head Feast. A hundred and fifty costumed
revellers gathered in a gothic hall festooned
with banners and were greeted by a bagpipe-
playing Scotsman in full regalia. Seated at

candlelit tables, we were welcomed with
graceful words by the Duke and Duchess of
Christmmastide. A fanfare preceded each of
the entertainments; these included perform-
ances of medieval and Renaissance Christmas
music by the Fontegara Consort and Ye Wan-
ton Singers.
We enjoyed a. spirited "Lord of the Dance":

a nobleman leaping high in a galliard; a young
girl playing a saltarello, then singing a sweet
soprano solo; and a strolling musician ele-
gantly bowing a rebec—all this leading up to
the entrance of the boar's head. As a squire
circled the room carrying high the platter
"bedecked with bays and rosemary," we sang
and played the Boar's Head Carol. Friar Holly
said grace for our food of "fleshe, fish, and
fowle" and sundry diverse accompaniments.
We toasted the new year with cider and hot

spiced wine; after dinner Dame Nancy Carr
led the company in a grande pavane. The
Duke and Duchess were gratified that many
guests delayed their departure to join the
Pennyworth Pipers in Christmas music. An
ornate, personalized Bill of Fare and Pro-
gramme was our souvenir.
The dinner was an ambitious project, and
we hope to make it an annual event.
Our other meetings have been less spectac-

ular but just as interesting. We try to appeal
to players of all levels, and to those who come
simply to play as well as those who want to
learn. We publicize our programs on the radio
and in newspapers, and we organize a begin-
ners' orientation session at each meeting.
We have welcomed a number of guests,

including a madrigal group, an autoharping
folk singer who taught us how to play the
spoons, and ARS president Shelley Gruskin,
who conducted a daylong seminar on
recorder technique. In February we held a
weekend workshop on the performance of
sixteenth-century dance music. Learning the
steps for pavanes, almains, galliards, and bra-
nles helped us to play them with more under-
standing of rhythm, articulation, and orna-
mentation. Other activities include a Spring
Soirée and participation in the People's Fair,
where we play outdoors and proselytize the
Denver public.

Mary Scott

Triangle Recorder Society
Last September the sounds of recorders
wafted over the rolling grounds of the Quail
Roost manor house at the Triangle Recorder
Society's fall weekend workshop. Faculty
members Deborah Booth, Valerie Horst,
Helen Jenner, Morris Newman, and Pat
Petersen provided top-notch instruction in
recorder, Renaissance flute, notation, peda-
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gogy, wind band, and more. Students were
treated to sumptuous meals served on the
lawn overlooking strolling peacocks and graz-
ing horses.
Saturday evening's banc uet celebrated Tri-

angle's fifteenth anniversary and was fol-
lowed by group singing and country dancing.
Folks departing after Sunuay afternoon's ses-
sions were convinced that early music in such
a setting is "the only way to go." The next
Quail Roost workshop is scheduled for Sep-
tember 16 — 18.
Triangle's annual spring workshop at Camp

Kanata, near Durham, will be held May
13 — 15. The faculty will include Tina Chan-
cey, Helen Jenner, Margaret Johnston, Pat
Petersen, and others. For more information
on either workshop write or call Kathy
Schenley, Route 2, Box 210-A, Chapel Hill,
N.C. 27514. (919) 967-2319.

Kathy Schenley

Northeastern New York
Our chapter resumed meeting in September

after a three-month summrr break. As in past
years, we get together each month with a
guest director. We play music of intermediate
difficulty in the early part of the evening;
after a short business meeting, we progress to
more difficult pieces. Payers of all early
instruments are welcome, and we always find
time to help beginners get started.
Last year we sponsored several special

events. In April the Capital District Chapter
joined us for a wonderful workshop with Per-
sis Ensor. Forty people with a variety of
instruments learned a lot and ended the eve-
ning with a covered dish supper. In May we
presented our annual concert. We performed
two pieces in which everyone played; many
members also participated in various smaller
groups. A performance of Bach's Fourth
Brandenburg Concerto was especially excit-
ing. In November ten members attended a
workshop on conducting with Morris New-
man. We hope that new directors will soon
emerge.
This year we have scheduled a workshop

on. April 18 with Friedrich von Huene and
our annual concert on May 22.
Our meetings are held in Christ Commu-

nity Church in Clifton Park, New York.
Everyone who enjoys recurders is welcome.

Marianna Kastner

THE
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AMERICAN RECORDERSOCIETY
The American Recorder Society proudly announces a
variety of exciting workshops for the coming season.
ARS members will receive detailed brochures. For
further information on a particular workshop, write or

call the Coordinator listed. If you wish to reserve a
place at a workshop before you receive a brochure,
simply send the Coordinator your name, address, and
deposit check payable as directed.

TENTH LIRF SUMMER CLINIC
THE HEWLETT SCHOOL MANSION
EAST ISLIP, LONG ISLAND, NY

JUNE 26-JULY 2
Eugene Reichenthal, director

FACULTY
Eugene Reichenthal Patricia Petersen
Steve Rosenberg Gwendolyn Skeens

assisted by Stanley Davis and Herbert Rothgarber
accompanists: Barbara Kupferberg, keyboard

Ken Andresen, guitar

PROGRAM
"Magic of the Recorder." Technique classes and ensem-
bles at four levels, faculty rotating. Large-, small-group
and one-to-a-part playing. Renaissance band, orna-
mentation, alto for beginners, madrigal singing, Renais-
sance and country dancing.

FEES
Tuition   $135 Meals   $70
Shared room  $55 without breakfast   $60
Deposit... .$25 (payable LIRF; $15 refundable till June 1)

INFORMATION: Eugene Reichenthal
20 Circle Drive • East Northport, NY 11731 S(516) 261-2027

RECORDER AT RIDER, 1983
at RIDER COLLEGE
LAWRENCEVILLE, NJ

JULY 10-16
Gerald Burakoff, director

Martha Bixler
Gerald Burakoff
Louise Austin
Sonya Burakoff
Jennifer Lehmann

FACULTY
Steve Rosenberg
Sue Salmons
Steve Silverstein
Colin Sterne
William Willett

PROGRAM
An exciting and varied week of recorder playing and
learning for intermediate and advanced players. Tech-
nique and ensemble classes, Baroque sonata, krumm-
horn, English country and early American dance, medi-
eval music, madrigals, major work (instrumental-vocal),
recitals, evening events. Registration limited to 60
participants.

FEES
.Tuition   $150
Room & board: double  $ 125

single. . .   $145
Commuter Facility Fee

Deposit  $25
(payable Recorder at Rider;
$15 refundable till June 13)
  $10

COORDINATOR: Sonya Burakoff
23 Scholar Lane • Levittown, NY 11756 • (516) 796-2229

ARS WORKSHOP at COLORADO COLLEGE
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO • JULY 24-30

Constance Primus, director
FACULTY PROGRAM

Andrew Acs Philip Levin Krainis Master Class in Baroque Performance Practice
Louise Austin Constance Primus for modern and Baroque woodwinds (participants
Bernard Krainis Daniel Smelser chosen by tape audition*) • Daily 2-hour classes in
Jennifer Lehmann Mary Springfels recorder, viol, Renaissance reeds and reed-making

Special instructors Chorus with instruments for all • "One-shot" electives
Michael Grace Lionel Party Lectures • Dancing • Mountain picnic • Recital by
Ruth Harvey Albert Seay Mr. Krainis with Philip Levin &. Lionel Party.

FEES
Tuition  $170 ($90 additional fee for Master Class participants)
Room & board $140 Deposit $35 (payable Colorado ARS Workshop, $20 refundable till July 1.)

COORDINATOR: Roberta Blanc
1218 Steele Street • Denver, CO 80206 • (303) 322-0558

*for further information, contact Constance Primus, 13607 W. Miss. Ct., Lakewood, CO 80228(303) 986-0632



SUMMER WORKSHOPS 1983
In-service credit and the ARS Level III Examination
are available at all workshops by arrangement. All
workshops offer recorder classes at Levels II and HI of
the ARS Education Program; some offer Level I as

well. To obtain an Education Program Study Guide,
use order form elsewhere in this issue. ARS
membership is required of all workshop participants;
see application form near end of magazine.

NEW MIDWEST ARS WORKSHOP
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

WHITEWATER, WI
AUGUST 3-7, 1983

Shelley Gruskin
Louise Austin

FACULTY

Imgard Bittar
Mary Springfels

PROGRAM
The Midwestern Winds Breve Week

Early Baroque Music in Italy—canzonas, monody, dimi-
nutions, and early sonatas. There will be an informal
production of an intermezzo. Also, classes in later Ba-
roque suites and sona:as at all levels.

FEES
Tuition, room & board    $100
Deposit $20 (payable Midwest Workshop;
refundable till July 1)

COORDINATOR: Irmgard Bittar
301 Ozark Trail • Madison, W153705 • (608) 231-1623

MIDEAST WORKSHOP
at LAROCHE COLLEGE

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
JULY 31-AUGUST 6
Marilyn Carlson, director

FACULTY

Marilyn Carlson Arnold Grayson
Colin Sterne Andrew Waldo
Kenneth Wollitz Mary Johnson

Janina Kuzma

PROGRAM
"The Golden Age of Polyphony." New instrumental
forms of the 16th century; legacy of the dance suite:
Recorder, flute, capped reeds, harp, viol, lectures,
Renaissance band, 20th-century recorder techniques,
small consorts, playing with harpsichord for all, student-
faculty concert, Les Musicieris Consort. Flexible sche-
dule, congenial atmosphere. Located in greater Pitts-
burgh, near to PA Turnpike and airport. Dormitory and
classrooms air-conditioned.

FEES
Tuition  $135 Deposit  $25
Room & board . . ca $135 (payable Midewt Workshop)

WORKSHOP IN EARLY MUSIC
at AMHERST COLLEGE

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS
AUGUST 7-21

Valerie Horst, director

FACULTY
Forty instrumentalists, singers dancers, and musicolo-
gists from the U.S., Canada, ard abroad.

PROGRAM

"The Splendour of Venice: 1550-1650"

Classes—Recorder (intermediate to advanced: consorts,
master classes, technique, beginning bass), Renaissance
flute, cornett°, sackbut, doub.e reeds, viol, harp, lute,
percussion, voice, theory, ALxander Technique, Ba-
roque and Renaissance dance English country dance.
Consorts, master classes, wind bands, vocal ensembles,
playing from Renaissance notation.

Vocal-instrumental Collegium for all—Paul Echols, con-
ductor. First week: ceremonial motets for two three, and
four choirs by Andrea and Giovanni Gabriel' • Second
week: sacred concertos by Claudio Monteverdi and
Francesco Cavalli.

Theatre projects— First week: Commedia dell' arte,
directed by Andrea von Ramm. • Second week: "The
Vision of the Courtier," a musiz-drama of 1600, directed
by Paul Echols.

IPrtures on Venetian music by Alejandro Planchart.

Other— Instrument Makers' Fair, student and faculty
concerts, parties, barbecues, historic surroundings, re-
creational opportunities.

FEES

Tuition   $170 per week Room & board . $150 per week
(2-week students: $150 per week) (singles except on request)
Deposit   $40 per week

(payable ARS Amherst: $30 refundable till July 1)

Some tuition scholarships available: apply wry early. Students may at-
tend either week or both. Established ensembles attending the work-

shop together may receive private coaching.

COORDINATOR: Mary Johnson
25885 German Mill Road • Franklin, MI 48025

(313)626-0717

COORDINATOR: Elzabeth Ann Taylor

300 West 109th Street, Ap: 11K • NY, NY 10025
(212) 31E-6413
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HISTORICAL DANCE AND MUSIC
AT DOMINICAN COLLEGE

SUMMER 1983

BAROQUE MUSIC WORKSHOP — June 26-
July 2, 1983. The Cazadero Baroque
Workshop moves to Dominican College.
A rich program of individual instruc-
tion, coached ensemble playing, dance
and chorus, lectures and faculty con-
certs. Faculty: Anna Carol Dudley,
John Gibbons, Carol Herman,
Angene Feves, Eva Legene, Katherine
Roberts, Celia Rosenberger, Janet See.

INSTRUMENT DESIGN AND
BUILDING WORKSHOP —
July 24-July 30, 1983. Learn the basic.
skills needed for wind instrument construc-
tion and for making cane reeds for all double
reed renaissance instruments. Par-
ticipants may build a recorder, cor-
netto or a cornamuse as well as
make instrument reeds. Faculty:
Kieth Loraine, Robert Dawson,
Steve Silverstein, Lyn Elder.

HISTORICAL DANCE
WORKSHOP — July 31-
August 6, 1983. Dance through
the 15th-19th centuries at this day
and evening program of court &
stage repertory with internationally
known dance historians. Faculty:
Regine Astier, Angene Feves, Sandra
Hammond, Carol Teten, Emma Lou Thomas.

FLUTE, RECORDER, HARPSICHORD,
PIANO WORKSHOP — July 31-
August 5, 1983. Technique and en-
semble studies from beginning to conser-

vatory level with emphasis on renais-
sance, baroque, and 20th century reper-

tory. Faculty: David Barnett, Robert
Dawson, Eileen Hadidian, Tamara

Loring, Peggy Monroe, David Ohan-
nesian, Steve Silverstein, Joanna Young.

INSTRUMENT REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE CLINIC —

August 6-August 7, 1983. Lectures
and demonstrations on the maintenance

and basic repair of string and woodwind in-
struments for the amateur musician instru-

ment owner. Participants will have
the opportunity to make improve-
ments or repairs on their own instru-

ments. Faculty: Lyn Elder.

RENAISSANCE AND MEDIEVAL
MUSIC WORKSHOP—August 7-

August 13, 1983. Technique and
ensemble studies for performers

and skilled amateurs, concentrating
on major composers of the 13th-
16th centuries. Faculty: Julianna

Baird, William Mahrt, Ray Nurse, Art
Hills, Margaret Panofsky, Peter Halifax,
David Barnett, Robert Dawson, Herb

Myers, Steve Silverstein, Peggy Monroe.

For further information write or call Dominican College, 1520 Grand Avenue San Rafael, California 94901 (415) 457-4440 ext. 243
Division of Continuing Education.

6:t
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LETTERS

Why not more workshops?
Col. Katz's suggestion that once a year the
ARS make workshops available to all mem-
bers within 250 miles of their homes is a
wonderful one. The ARS Workshop Commit-
tee would love to see ARS workshops take
place all over the country, every week or
weekend of the year. Unfortunately, the ARS
cannot accomplish this goal alone. Indeed,
limited as it is by its present size and modest
dues structure, it does rot yet act as sole
sponsor of any workshop, because it cannot
afford either the adminis-zatve time or the
financial risk. Even the week-long summer
workshops receive only limited aid from the
ARS: virtually all respons:bility, financial and
otherwise, lies with the workshop directors.
In addition, experience has shown that an

indispensable workshop ingredient is localini-
tiative. Behind almost every successful work-
shop are one or more lo:al organizers who
know their area and the needs of their play-

PINEWOODS '83
** THE JOYS OF EARLY MUSIC **

VIOLS, WINDS, VOICES,
ENGLISH COUNTRY DANCE

next Ptymoath, Nam. DILY 16-23

Brochure: Country Dance 6 Song Society
SOS Eighth Avenue, New Ycrk, NY 10018

The Broken Consort, Ltd.
Publishers of Recorder Music

Box 230, Howard Beach, N.Y. 11414
Send for free brochure

The Boston Early Music Center
America's Must Complete Early Music Service

Now offering:
The world's finest plastic recorders, Zen-sin's "Stanesby
Jr." soprano and "Bressan" alto, made even be!ter!
Refitted and revoiced with a cedso windway to enhance the
sound ind respimse, and to redue clogging of the wind way,
and refinished to complement the original.

2ustom Stanesby Jr. soprano: $39.53
Custom Bressan alto: $49.50
(Please include tax (MA res. on(s) and $2.50 shipping per
instrument.)

The Boston Early Music Center
P.O. Box 483

Cambridge, MA 02 .' 38

Fine Recorders and Mist Meal Instruments
Mleic-Books-FacsimilessRect rds-Instruction-Repairs

ers, and who are willing and able to do the
very large amount of work required.
If a chapter or other local group would like

to hold an ARS weekend workshop, the
Workshop Committee stands ready and eager
to help, with a program of mutual sponsorship.
This program includes a loan for pre-work-
shop expenses, free mailing labels of ARS
members, use of the ARS bulk mail permit,
and money for scholarships. (Details of the
program were sent to all chapter representa-
tives in May and November of 1982.) For
those giving their first workshop, we have
also prepared a comprehensive list of sugges-
tions, hints, and warnings based on the expe-
nences, sweet and bitter, of directors of past
workshops. Both the sponsorship program
and the list of suggestions are available on
request from the ARS office.

Ruth Bossier, Chairman
ARS Workshop Committee

An author replies:
May I ahrt prospective users of my book,

Piping Songs, to an error in the otherwise
generous and perceptive review that
appeared in your November issue?
The book is not for kindergarten children.
The foreword to teachers clearly states that
it is directed to and has been used effectively
with children of seven to nine years. At this
level children find the ten-minute written
work quite easy and enjoy adding their own
illustrations to the songs they play. If they
have their own books, there is no need for a
teacher to make copies.
My kindergarten children like to sing,

dance, move to music, chant rhymes, and
play Orff instruments. This is the best prepa-
ration we can give to our future instrumenta-
lists.

Priscilla Evans
Halifax, Nova Scotia

The Flute Center® U.S.A.
"We specialize in flute and recorders"

• A large selection of quality
recorders, including Moeck,
Zen-On, Ariel, Au os at discount
prices

• Quality flutes — all brands — at
very affordable prices.

• A large stock of recorder music

and accessories. We ship
anywhere — save time and
money. Ask about our discounts.

• Expert flute and woodwind repairs

• Send for our free catalog.

17670W. 12 Mile Rd.

Southfield, Mich. 48076

Hours: 11-8 Mon. thru Fri., 10-5 Sat.

(313) 424-8370
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CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE: Hans Coolsma alto recorder,
palisander, er-415, new, $650. Lewis Baratz,
104 Moore Hall, SMU, Dallas, Tex. 75275.

FOR SALE: two rosewood alto recorders:
Rottenburgh voiced by von Huene, $200;
Coolsma voiced by Levin, $250. (609) 893-
6884 weekends.

FOR SALE: boxwood, ebony, and ivory five-
key clarinet, c. 1800, no cracks, $525. Marc
Cooper, 1015 Montegut St., New Orleans,
La. 70117. (504) 945-8537.

WANTED: Dolmetsch rosewood sopranino.
Lia Levin, 6360 W. 6th St., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90048.

FOR SALE: J. Peter bass recorder, ce-440,
pearwood. One-piece construction, brass key
for low f and brass band around head-joint,
with fontanelle, direct blow. Excellent condi-
tion, $550. Pete Turner, 509-1/2 E. 7,
Bloomington, Ind. 47401. (812) 332-6127.

VIOL PLAYERS: Annual VdGSA Con-

clave July 31— August 7, at Peace College,
Raleigh, N.C. Outstanding faculty from
Europe and U.S.; emphasis on consort play-
ing. For brochure, write Route 8, Box 91,
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.

CONTINUO: the early music journal of
North America. Published eleven times
yearly. Write for your FREE copy: 6g
Dartnell Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5R 3A4.

WANTED: back issues of The American
Recorder: V/2, 3; VII/2, VIII/2, XVI/3,
XVII/1. Hugo Reyne, 10 rue Vandrezanne,
75644 Paris, Cedex 13;France.

QUICKLY SET any temperament with Ac-
cutone Model 120 Tuner. Quartz accuracy,
large library various temperaments at old and
new pitches. Factory direct prices. Yves
Feder Harpsichords, Box 640, Killingworth,
CT 06417.

HARPSICHORD MUSIC, solo and ensem-
ble. Best editions from U.S. and European

publishers. Also books on history and perfor-
mance. Write for free catalogue. Zucker-
mann Harpsichords, Inc., Box 121-AR, Ston-
ington, CT 06378.

HARPSICHORDS, clavichords, Viennese
pianos. Custom instruments and kits. Write
for free catalogue. Zuckermann Harpsichords,
Inc., Box 121-AR, Stonington, CT 06378.

Classified rates for The American Recorder
45¢ per word, ten word minimum. "Fol
Sale" and "Wanted" will not be counted but
should always be included in the copy. ZIP
code counts as one word, telephone number
as two words.

Payment must accompany copy. Classi•
fled advertisements will not be billed.

THE RECORDER SHOP
We handle the best lines of

recorders and music.

415 So. Hill St. • Los Angeles, CA 90013
(213) 687-0988

1 STEVE k98EVEk,G
nCOKDEkPLAYI\c,

This method for soprano recorder is designed specifically for the classroom and the absolute
beginner. The recorder is one of the most practical instruments for use in the elementary classroom.
Here is a method book that really works — that produces results, and produces them quickly! It's
a winner! Let it work for you. You'll love the results, and so will your students. 32 pgs. $ 2.25

WAT -
RgCOIWEIVLAYIkG

Recorder Playing 2 follows on from Recorder Playing. It completes all the notes on the instru-
ment, and at the same time builds a sound recorder technique. The music is mostly authentic
recorder music from the Renaissance and Baroque periods. Written specifically for the classroom,
it is also suitable for adults and for small groups, as well as individual instruction. The inclusion
of many more duets and trios gives students the opportunity of playing together and acquiring a
true recorder technique. 40 pgs. $ 5.00

13004Y HATO
200 Smith Street, Farmingdale, New York 11735

88 The American Recorder



ADVERTI SERS

Ben Bechtel 74,79 Clarence James 73 Sweetheart F.utes 89
Boosey fiP Hawkes 88 Koch Recorder 83 Sweet Pipes 89
Boston Eany Music Center 87 Wales Ledgerwood 82 Terminal M113iC 90— 91
Boulder Early Music Shop 82 Philip Levin 72, 74, 81 Viola de Garrba Society 89
Broken Consort 87 Lynne Lewandowski 83 Workshops
Robert Castellano 83 Magnamusic 76 ARS Summer Schools 84 — 85
Charles Collier/Richard Palm 73 Thea Miller 66 Butler Unb.ersity 68
James Cox 73 Oxford University Press 60 J.C. Campbell Folk School 80
Johann Dehls 83 Herbert Paetzold 89 Dominican 3ollege 86
Dolmetsch Recorders 75 Provincetown Bookshcp 89 Mountain Collegium 71
Early Music Shop of New England 66, 70, 72 Recorder Fi Music 72 Pinewoods 87
Yves Feder 64 Recorder Shop (L.A.) 88 Royal Conservatory of Music 69
Flute Center 87 Recorder Shop (N.Y.) 89 Viola da Gamba Workshop 77
Hargail 92 Ruth's Workshop 64 Woodstock 64
Hohner 78 College of St. Scholastiaa 74

RECORDER
MUSIC
for

STUDENT
TEACHER

PERFORMER

401 Send for free catalog

Zioaelc?ipes
23 SCHOLAR LANE, LEVITTOWN, NY 11756

cliefa
dct gambo
Societg

of QAmettica

For membership information write:

John A. Whisler
1536 Third St. #6
Charleston, IL 61920

HE 

* *
RECORDER SHOP

REV. J.A. LOUX, JR.
1 17 MAIN STREET
GUILDERLAND CENTER
NEW YORK 120E5
TEL: (518) 861-534.8

By appointment only. Generous
discounts on Moeck, Dolmetsch,
and other wood and plastic
recorders. Ste!nkopf historic
woodwinds, viols da gamba, harp-
sichords, mus c. Send four
stamps for catalog.

410- .,111.

Herbert Pactiold
lianthitaide rt.0,rders

8939 SehnerilHolen

11est-Cermaii

SWEETHEART
FLUTE CO.

Baroque Flutes: repro. of
Stanesby Jr., or our own
'Sweetheart" model

Tabor Pipes
Fifes, Flageolettes, "Irish"
F_utes & Tin Whistles.
Send for brochure and/or

antique flute list.

32 So. Maple St.
Enfield, CT 06082
(203) 749-4494

LATEST
P. B. EDITIONS

D. Goldstein: Bicinia on Carols; for
2 recorders or gambas $3.30

Palestrina (?): 11 Hexachord
Vocalises, ed. by J. Newman for
4 Recorders, 2 vols. Vol. I for
AAAB $4.95

Just Issued: Vol. II for TTTB and
AAAB $5.95

Greensleeves to a Ground. With an
attractive keyboard part; ed. by
George Hunter for Alto rec. &
Harpsichord $4.00

Our bulletins of the latest early music
public3tions are still free for the asking.

Prcvincetown Bookshop, Inc.
246 Commercial St.

Provincetown, MA 02657
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REPEAT OF A SELLOUT...By Customer Demand!
•

ALL NEW

NO MATTER HOW WELL YOU PLAY THE NOTES, the  music
doesn't sound right if the TIMING is off. I just couldn't forgive
myself if after selling all those great recorders and band
instruments, I didn't sell the very best metronomes at the
very lowest prices!!

Metronomes basically fall into 3 categories, each with its own
unique set of advantages.

1

TERMINAL
166 WEST 46 STREET NEW YORK NY 10038

MUSIC
WHERE EXPERT ADVISERS TARE TIME TO HELP YOU

ELECTRIC — Best for constant, heavy duty use, studios, etc.
KEY WIND — Reliable pendulum principle. Loud tick-tock
sound. No dependence on batteries.
ELECTRONIC — Small, de:,endable and clever! Perform more
functions than other metronomes. Some even sound A-440.
Space age computer technology! Order without delay. Prices 
may never again be so low! (When Nitka has a sale — the profit
is slashed to pennies!)

/

Franz (Electric) The standard electric. Does not vary. Plug
i n. turn pointer to desired tempo setting. Absolute ac-

ELECTRIC
curacy. No tonal waver. Does not have to be level,
most key wind. 5 year factory guarantee.

Franz TM-11, sturdy plastic case List price

Franz TM-11W, solid walnut or

as with

$41.00 S44I .24

mahogany case (specify which) List price $50.00 gALL-r°3//. 75
Franz TM-22, with flasher light, sturdy
plastic case List price $45.00 .QALE
Franz TM-22W, with flasher light.sclid walnut or ma-
hogany case 

_GuE4SV 75(specify which) List price $53.00 ...— •

Seiko Quartz TM 359
Convenient dial for tempo. Both red and
green flashers, for both strong and weak
beat indication. Has A-440 thru A-445 
pitchpip.e tone. Loud electronic click
sbund. Provides not only tempo, but
rhythm pattern (44, 6/8, etc.). Small 21/2"
x 53/4" x 7/3". A super instrument at a super 
sale price!
List price $69.50 VIZE*49. 95

(suPea auv!)

Seiko Quartz TM 357
Smaller than above, red flasher, A-440
pitchpipe tone. Tempo only, no rhythm fea-
ture. Only 23/4" x 31/2" x 3/4". Beautiful
brushed aluminum face, color-coded
tempo dial. With earphone and presenta-
tion box.
List price $52.50 .VLE43650

Metrina Quartz TM (By ZEN-ON)
New metronome o exceptional tempo ac-
curacy ( -± 0.02%). A-440 tu ling signal. 3-way
tempo monitor: 1) visual (light): 2) speaker; 3)
earphone. (Includes earphone.) Very attrac-
tive vinyl case. 43/4" x 13/4" x 1/2". Small!
List price $59.50 •

g•41— V

/11/11111111/ir
Seiko Quartz TM 358
Same as TM 357, but all plastic front, no
earphone lack or earphone. Super buy if
you want lust the basic metronome and no
frills.
List price $49.50 .5341.E434 95



Seth Thomas TM-1100

The classic pyramid shape in
rubbed furniture grade hard-
wood. Loud tick-tock pen-
dulum beat. Obvious quality.
US made. Key permanently at-
tached 

List price $40.95 SALf

$25:50

ELECTRONIC (Cont.)

FRANZ TM 77 — The latest addition to the Franz family, does everything a metronome
should do (and then some). Tempos 40-216 would be GOOD, but the TM 77 allows you to
CUT THE TEMPO IN HAL= or DOUBLE IT! Need an accented beat? With th s little beauty
the first beat of each measure can be accented for 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 6/8 time s gnatures.

What more of a metronome can you ask? Help you tune, I reply. With a quick flip of the
finger you can get a Bb(466.2). A(440), or E(329.6) (especially good for guitars).

Enough you say? There's Still More!! — There's an audio outlet to plug into either an
earplug or an amplifier to HEAR the beat and a flashing, light on top to SEE the beat!!!

PLUS an A/C adaptor  AT NO CHARGE  so you don't have to eat up expensive batteries like
there's no tomorrow!

A Value at $68.95. sx.E$12,50

KEY WIND

Taktell Piccolo TM 825
Made by the famous Wittner
Corn oany. German precision.
Firm. excellent, sound. Pen-
dulum principle. Durable plas-
tic Only 21/2" x 6" x 11/2 .
Simple to use. Light in weight.
cove for dus.: protection. Long
runn ng time per wind SAL4

List price $39.50 0,2250

ORDER IMMEDIATELY. Friencs. Just about every
metronome that goes tick tcck, buzz bLzz, beep beep cr blink
blink is on SALE with deep and drastic cuts t.ere at Terminal
Music's Great and Gala metror ome sale. Why tie low prices —
1 love my customers, and I'm willing to sell at a very low price.
(They don't call me the meshuge metronome maven for
nothing!) Sale ends when present stock is gone.

Quantities Limited. First Come, First Served
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
(or copy your order on a plain sheet of paper)

rimimmo

Please send the following metronomes: (Add $2 shipping cost for first met-
ronome. Each additional metronome Jp to tour, adl$1.)
or more metronomes, include your best shipoiag cost estimate.

Quantity Code No. Make Price

Franz TM 55
Patented floating mecha-
nism - is self-leveling. elimi-
nates -limping- lick-TUCK, or
TICK-tock). Provides even tick-
tock! Dependable. handsome.
high impact plastic. A quality
metronome

SALE
List price $34.00

0/wwwevABLI)

Taktell Super Mini TM 858
Size of cigarette package
Smallest pendulum metro-
nome. Top performance. High
impact. Ultra Ight weight, fits
i n pocket or in Arument case.
Incredible price.

List price $43.35 SALE

$1995

Hi-Mini TM 658
Newest of the pocket-sized pendulurr
metronomes. It comes in its own viny
carrying case. A recessed winding key
and an unbreakable mainspring makes
tnis one tough deal to beat!!

List price S29.95 SALE

A A/0 -1;•ria. W 
... Shipping  

00Aer oaday Tax (If N Y)  

TOTAL  

TERMINAL MUSIC: Metronome headquarters of the world!
wiw ...... ...... IMO

TERMINAL MUSIC, Mail Order Division.Attn: LARFY NITKA
166 West 48th Street, New York, NY 10036
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY APT

STATE ZIP

INSTRUMENT
PHONE PLAYED

LI My cleck or E money order for S  is enclosed.
Cha•ge to E VISA 0 MasterCard. ($10 minimum)

Account # Exp.date-
If you IIVE in New York add sales tax
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HARG AIL
Specializing in Recorders and Recorder Music

SINCE 1941

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

E.N.209 A. CoreIli, Recorder Trio No. 1 for S.A.T. Recorders
H.-93 Heinrich Schutz, Sinfonia for Recorder Trio, S.A.T.

Canto Sacra for recorder Quartet, SATT(B)
E.N.212 Wm. Croft, Six Sonatas for two Alto recorders, or flutes.
H.-92 Newman & Consoli, Bk. 2 "Little Works of Great Masters"-SS.
E.N.214 Read by Ear, An all-in-one Recorder Book, with a Suzuki

Approach, by Richard H. Perry
E.N.213 Westward Ho! Ho - A childrens' operetta by Mary Partlow
E.N.215 J.S. Bach, Drei Sonaten for Alto & Keyboard in F(C)

Gm(Em) and G(E, original keys).
E.N.211 Gaspar Othmayer 11515-1553) Ten Bicinia Sacra

arranged for recorder duet.
HRW-3 Rooda Book for C - recorders
HRIN-4 Rooda Book for F - recorders

The Fiddle Tune Books by Peter Kennedy
B-101 Book!
B-104 Book I I
B-103 100 English Folk-dance Airs by Maude Karpeles
Fid. I Praetorius, Terpsichore
F id. II Erasmus Widmann, Galliarden und Tanze
H-129 Great Masters of the Baroque for Alto & keyboard (W. Bergmann)
H-134 4 Great Masters of the Baroque for Soprano & keyboard (W. Bergmann)
H-146 Handel Festive Pieces (W. Bergmann) SAT or SA and Piano

HARGAIL MUSIC, INC.
P.O. Box 118, Saugerties, N.Y. 12477 Telephone (914) 246-9809
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